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Program slicing was originally introduced in 1984 by Mark Weiser. Since then,
many researchers have extended it in many directions and for all programming
paradigms. The huge amount of program slicing-based techniques has lead to the
publication of different surveys [Tip 1995; Binkley and Gallagher 1996; Harman
et al. 1996; Harman and Gallagher 1998; De Lucia 2001; Harman and Hierons 2001;
Binkley and Harman 2004; Xu et al. 2005] trying to clarify the differences between
them. However, each survey presents the techniques from a different perspective.
For instance, [Tip 1995; Binkley and Gallagher 1996; Harman and Gallagher 1998;
De Lucia 2001; Harman and Hierons 2001; Xu et al. 2005] mainly focus on the ad-
vances and applications of program slicing-based techniques; in contrast, [Binkley
and Harman 2004] focuses on their implementation comparing empirical results;
and [Harman et al. 1996] tries to compare and classify them in order to predict fu-
ture techniques and applications. In this work we follow the approach of [Harman
et al. 1996]. In particular, we compare and classify the techniques aiming at iden-
tifying relations between them in order to answer questions like Is one technique a
particular case of another? Is one technique more general or more expressive than
another? Are they equivalent but expressed with different formalisms?
There is a well-developed theory and formalization of program slicing which al-
lows to formally reason about the semantic implications of different slicing tech-
niques (see e.g., [Venkatesh 1991; Giacobazzi and Mastroeni 2003; Binkley et al.
2004; Danicic et al. 2005; Binkley et al. 2006a; Binkley et al. 2006b; Ward and
Zedan 2007]). This formal framework can be used, e.g., to prove properties of a
particular technique, or of program slicing in general. For instance, Danicic et al.
[2005] used the program schemas theory [Greibach 1985] in order to demonstrate
that slices produced by standard algorithms are minimal for a class of programs.
The formalization of the techniques presented and discussed here is not the objec-
tive of this article, but this theoretical background can be a valuable complement
to this work. Therefore, interested readers that want to get deeper in a particular
technique or are interested in its theoretical foundations are referred to those works.
The article has been structured in two parts: In the first part (Section 2) we
describe all the techniques in a way similar to [De Lucia 2001]. We propose a
running example program and we extract a slice from it by applying every technique;
thus the slices produced by each technique for the same program can be compared.
In order to ensure it, because not all slicing criteria are comparable, we will produce
for each technique at least one slice generated from a slicing criterion which is
comparable to the slicing criterion used in the other techniques. The main objective
in this part is to discuss each technique separately and compare it with the others
by temporarily delimiting it and showing its peculiarities and main applications.
Here, we do not focus on how the slices are produced, but on what slices are
produced. Therefore, we will not explain the algorithms or the internal mechanisms
to produce the slices of each technique. We will rather discuss for each technique
what information is needed to produce a slice, what peculiarities has this slice with
respect to other techniques, and what are its main applications. Of course, we will
refer the interested reader to the sources where the techniques were defined and
where deeper details about its implementation can be found.
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This part may be useful for a researcher (not necessarily a program slicing expert)
which is looking for a program slicing technique and she wants to know which of
the wide variety of slicing techniques better fits her necessities. To ease her search,
we summarize the goal of each technique with a single question, and list its main
applications. In the second part (Section 3) we revisit the classification introduced
by Harman et al. [1996] a decade ago and we extend it with new slicing techniques
and dimensions. The analysis provides useful information that allows us to classify
the slicing techniques and establish relations between them. In particular, we relate
all the techniques of the first part by identifying three kinds of relations between
them: generalization, superset and composition. With these relations we produce a
graph of slicing techniques where the relations between them establish a hierarchy.
With the information provided by the study we try to predict new slicing techniques
not published yet. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2. PROGRAM SLICING TECHNIQUES
2.1 Program Slicing (Weiser, 1984)
The original ideas of program slicing come from the PhD thesis of Mark Weiser in
1979 [Weiser 1979] that were presented in the International Conference on Software
Engineering in 1981 [Weiser 1981] and finally published in Transactions on Software
Engineering in 1984 [Weiser 1984].
Program slicing is a technique to decompose programs by analyzing their data
and control flow. Roughly speaking, a program slice consists of those program
statements which are (potentially) related to the values computed at some program
point and/or variable, referred to as a slicing criterion.
As it was originally defined:
“A slice is itself an executable program subset of the program whose
behavior must be identical to the specified subset of the original program’s
behavior”
However, the constraint of being an executable program has been sometimes
relaxed. Given a program p, slices are produced w.r.t a given slicing criterion
〈s, v〉 which specifies a statement s and a set of variables v in p. Note that the
variables in v not necessarily appear in s; consider for instance the slicing criterion
〈18, {lines, chars, subtext}〉 for the program in Figure 1 (a). Observe that, in this
case, not all the variables appear in line 18.
As an example of slice, consider again the program in Figure 1 (a) (for the time
being the user can ignore the breakpoints marked with *) where function getChar
extracts the first character of a string. This program is an augmented version
of the UNIX “word-count” program: it takes a text (i.e., a string of characters
including ‘\n’—carriage return—and ‘\eof’—end-of-file—) and a number n, and it
returns the number of characters and lines of the text and a subtext composed
of the first n characters excluding ‘\n’. We need to augment the functionality of
“word-count” because, in the following, this will be our running example that we
will use with all the techniques in order to compare their slices produced; and for
some techniques, “word-count” is not enough to show their differences with respect
to other techniques. A slice of this program with respect to the slicing criterion
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*(1) read(text); (1) read(text);
(2) read(n);
(3) lines = 1; (3) lines = 1;
(4) chars = 1;
(5) subtext = "";
(6) c = getChar(text); (6) c = getChar(text);
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’) (7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’) (8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(9) then lines = lines + 1; (9) then lines = lines + 1;
*(10) chars = chars + 1;
(11) else chars = chars + 1;
(12) if (n != 0)
*(13) then subtext = subtext ++ c;
(14) n = n - 1;
(15) c = getChar(text); (15) c = getChar(text);
(16) write(lines); (16) write(lines);
(17) write(chars);
*(18) write(subtext);
(a) Example program (b) Slice with respect to 〈16, lines〉
Fig. 1. Example of slice
〈16, lines〉 is shown in Figure 1 (b).
Together with the running example, we will use a “running slicing criterion” that
we will use with all the techniques in order to be able to compare their slices pro-
duced with respect to similar slicing criteria. Nevertheless, the shape of the slicing
criterion changes from one technique to the other. Therefore, we cannot use the
same slicing criterion in their comparison. What we will do is to use “comparable”
slicing criteria. Intuitively, two slicing criteria s1 and s2 are comparable if for all
parameter p, such that p ∈ s1 and p ∈ s2, the value of p is the same in both slicing
criteria. In Section 3 we will precisely specify all the parameters and their values
that can be used in current slicing techniques.










Fig. 2. Control Flow Graph of Figure 1 (a)
2.2 Static Slicing (Weiser, 1984)
The original definition of program slicing was static [Weiser 1984], in the sense that
it did not consider any particular input for the program being sliced. Particularly,
the slice shown in Figure 1 (b) is a static slice with respect to the slicing criterion
〈16, lines〉. It is called static because it does not consider any particular execution
(i.e., it works for any possible input data).
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Fig. 3. Program Dependence Graph of Figure 1 (a)
In order to extract a slice from a program, the dependences between its state-
ments must be computed first. The Control Flow Graph (CFG) is a data structure
which makes the control dependences for each operation in a program explicit. For
instance, the CFG of the program in Figure 1 (a) is depicted in Figure 2.
However, the CFG does not suffice for computing program slices because it only
stores control dependences and data dependences are also necessary. For this rea-
son, the CFG must be annotated with data flow information by marking at each
node the set of variables defined and referenced. A detailed explanation of how
to annotate CFGs and how to extract a slice from annotated CFGs can be found
in [Binkley and Gallagher 1996]. Ottenstein and Ottenstein [1984] noted that the
Program Dependence Graph (PDG) [Kuck et al. 1981; Ferrante et al. 1987] was
the “ideal” data structure for program slicing because it allows us to build slices
in linear time on the number of nodes of the PDG.1 PDGs make explicit both the
data and control dependences for each operation in a program. In essence, a PDG
is an oriented graph where the nodes represent statements in the source code and
edges represent control and data flow dependences between statements in such a
way that they induce a partial ordering in the nodes preserving the semantics of
the program. As an example, the PDG of the program in Figure 1 (a) is depicted
in Figure 3 where solid arrows represent control dependences and dotted arrows
represent flow dependences. Here, nodes are labeled with the number of the state-
ment they represent; except node Start which represents the start of the program.
The solid arrow between nodes 7 and 8 indicates that the execution of statement 8
depends on the execution of statement 7. The same happens with the solid arrow
between statements 8 and 12; thus, transitively, the execution of statement 12 also
depends on the execution of statement 7.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement?
1Although the cost of computing a slice from a PDG of N nodes is O(N), the cost of building the
own PDG is O(N2). See [Ferrante et al. 1987] for details.
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Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging, algorithmic debugging,
dead code removal, program segmentation, program analysis, software quality as-
surance, program differencing, software maintenance, testing, program paralleliza-
tion, module cohesion analysis, partial evaluation and program integration.
2.3 Dynamic Slicing (Korel and Laski, 1988)
One of the main applications of program slicing is debugging. Often, during de-
bugging, the value of a variable v at some program statement s is observed to be
incorrect. A program slice with respect to 〈s, v〉 contains the cause of the error.
However, in such a case, we are interested in producing a slice formed by those
statements that could cause this particular error, i.e., we are only interested in one
specific execution of the program. Such slices are called dynamic slices [Korel and
Laski 1988], since they use dynamic information during the process. In general,
dynamic slices are much smaller than static ones because they contain the state-
ments of the program that affect the slicing criterion for a particular execution (in
contrast to any execution as it happens with static slicing).
During a program execution, the same statement can be executed several times
in different contexts (i.e., with different values of the variables); as a consequence,
pointing out a statement in the program is not enough in dynamic slicing. A dy-
namic slicing criterion needs to specify which particular execution of the statement
during the computation is of interest; thus it is defined as 〈si, v, {a1, . . . , an}〉, where
i is the position of statement s in the execution history2; v is the set of variables we
are interested in, and the set {a1, . . . , an} are the initial values of the program’s in-
put. As an example, consider the input values {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}
for the program in Figure 1 (a). The execution history would be:
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, (8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 7)12, 16, 17, 18)
where the superscript 12 indicates that the statements inside the parenthesis are
repeated twelve times in the execution history.
A dynamic slice of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to the slicing criterion
〈1692, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉 is shown in Figure 4. Note
that this slice is much smaller than its static counterpart because here the slicer can
compute the specific control and data-flow dependences produced by the provided
input data. However, it comes with a cost: the computation of such dependences
usually implies the computation of an expensive (measured in time and space) and
complex data structure (e.g., a trace [Sparud and Runciman 1997]).
(3) lines = 1;
(16) write(lines);
Fig. 4. Dynamic slice of Figure 1 (a) w.r.t. 〈1692, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉
2This notation has been used in two different ways in the literature. We use the original definition
defined in [Korel and Laski 1988] and later user for instance in [Tip 1995]. However, there is
another meaning for si which stands for “the statement s when it is executed the ith time”; it
was defined in [Agrawal and Horgan 1990] and later user for instance in [Binkley and Gallagher
1996]”.
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In their definition of dynamic slicing, Korel and Laski introduced one impor-
tant novelty: their slices must follow identical paths than its associated programs.
Roughly, this means that the original program and the slice must produce the same
execution history before they reach the slicing criterion, except for the statements
not influencing the slicing criterion. Formally,
Definition 2.1 Korel and Laski’s dynamic slice [Korel and Laski 1988]. Let c =
(si, V, x) be a slicing criterion of a program p and T the trajectory of p on input x.
A dynamic slice of p on c is any executable program p′ that is obtained from p by
deleting zero or more statements such that when executed on input x, produces a
trajectory T ′ for which there exists an execution position i′ such that
(1) Front(T ′, i′) = DEL(Front(T, i), T (j) 6∈ N ′ ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ q),
(2) for all v ∈ V , the value of v before the execution of instruction T (i) in T equals
the value of v before the execution of instruction T ′(i′) in T ′,
(3) T ′(i′) = T (i) = s,
where N ′ is a set of instructions in p′; Front(T, j) returns the the first j elements of
sequence T from 1 to j inclusive; and DEL(T, π) is a filtering function which takes
a predicate π and returns the trajectory obtained by deleting from T the elements
that satisfy π.
This property constitutes a new way to compute slices that can be combined with
many other forms of slicing (see, e.g., [Binkley et al. 2006a]) and that determines
whether dynamic slicing is subsumed or not by other forms of slicing. Therefore,
the path-aware condition should be fixed in order to compare two slicing techniques
(whatever they are). In the rest of the paper—unless the contrary is stated—we will
always consider that slicing techniques are path-unaware. Therefore, subsequent
references to dynamic slicing will really refer to path-unaware dynamic slicing (thus,
a different algorithm than the one defined by Korel and Laski, see [Agrawal and
Horgan 1990]). We refer the reader to Section 3 for a description of slicing dimen-
sions and their use to compare slicing techniques.
Question answered: For this particular execution, what program statements can
influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging, testing and tuning compilers.
2.4 Backward Slicing (Weiser, 1984)
A program can be traversed forwards or backwards from the slicing criterion. When
we traverse it backwards (the so called backward slicing), we are interested in all
those statements that could influence the slicing criterion. In contrast, when we
traverse it forwards (the so called forward slicing), we are interested in all those
statements that could be influenced by the slicing criterion.
The original method by Weiser—described above—was static backward slicing.
The main applications of backward slicing are debugging, program differencing and
testing. As an example, the slice shown in Figure 1 (b) is a backward slice of the
program in Figure 1 (a).
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement?
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Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging, algorithmic debugging,
dead code removal, program segmentation, program analysis, program differenc-
ing, software maintenance, testing, program parallelization, module cohesion anal-
ysis and program integration.
2.5 Forward Slicing (Bergeretti and Carré, 1985)
Forward slicing [Bergeretti and Carré 1985] allows us to determine how a mod-
ification in a part of the program will affect other parts of the program. As a
consequence, it has been used for dead code removal and for software maintenance.
In this context, Reps and Bricker were the first to use the notion of forward slice
[Reps and Bricker 1989]. However, despite backward slicing is the preferred method
for debugging, forward slicing has also been used for this purpose. In particular,
forward slicing can detect initialization errors [Gaucher 2003].
A forward static slice of our running example with respect to the previously used
slicing criterion 〈16, {lines}〉 would only contain statement (16) because lines is
not used after line 16.
A more clarifying example is the forward static slice of the program in Figure 1
(a) with respect to the slicing criterion 〈3, {lines}〉 shown in Figure 5.
(3) lines = 1;
(9) lines = lines + 1;
(16) write(lines);
Fig. 5. Forward static slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈3, {lines}〉
Question answered: What program statements can be influenced by these variables
at this statement?
Main applications: Program differencing, debugging, program comprehension, pro-
gram analysis, dead code removal, software maintenance and testing.
2.6 Chopping (Jackson and Rollins, 1994)
In chopping [Jackson and Rollins 1994], the slicing criterion selects two sets of vari-
ables, source and sink, and then it computes all the statements in the program that
being affected by source, they affect sink. Therefore, chopping is a generalization of
both forward and backward slicing where either source or sink is empty. As noted
by Reps and Rosay [Reps and Rosay 1995], chopping is particularly useful to detect
those statements that “transmit effects” from one part of the program (source) to
another (sink).
For instance, a chop of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to the slicing
criterion 〈source = {(3, {lines})}, sink = {(16, {lines})}〉 is shown in Figure 5.
Similarly, a chop of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to the slicing criterion
〈source = {(3, {lines})}, sink = {(9, {lines})}〉 is shown in Figure 6.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement while they are influenced by these (other) variables at this other state-
ment?
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(3) lines = 1;
(9) lines = lines + 1;
Fig. 6. Chop of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈source = {(3, {lines})}, sink = {(9, {lines})}〉
Main applications: Program analysis and debugging.
2.7 Relevant Slicing (Agrawal, Horgan, Krauser and London, 1993)
A dynamic program slice only contains the program statements that actually affect
the slicing criterion. However, it is sometimes (e.g., in debugging) interesting to
include in the slice those statements that could have affected the slicing criterion.
This is the objective of relevant slicing [Agrawal et al. 1993], which computes all
the statements that potentially affect the slicing criterion.
A slicing criterion for relevant slicing is exactly the same as for dynamic slicing,
but if we compute a relevant slice and a dynamic slice with respect to the same
slicing criterion, the relevant slice is a superset of the dynamic slice because it
contains all the statements of the dynamic slice and it also contains those statements
of the program that did not affect the slicing criterion but could have affected it if
they would have changed (for instance because they were faulty).
Let us explain it with an example: consider the previously used slicing criterion
〈1692, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉. The relevant slice computed is
shown in Figure 7. It contains all the statements of the dynamic slice (see Figure 4)
and it also includes statements (6) and (8). Statement (6) could have influenced
the value of lines being redefined to “(6) c = ‘\n’;” and statement (8) could
have influenced the value of lines being redefined to “(8) if (c != ‘\n’)”.
It should be clear that the slices produced in relevant slicing can be non-executable.
The reason is that the main application of such a technique is debugging, where
the programmer is interested in those parts of the program that can contain the
bug. The statements included in the slice are those whose contamination could
result in the contamination of the variable of interest. In order to make the slice
executable preserving the behavior (including termination) of the original program
it is necessary to augment the slice with those statements that are required for the
evaluation of all the expressions included in the slice (even if this evaluation does
not influence the variable of interest).
The forward version of relevant slicing [Gyimóthy et al. 1999] can be useful in
debugging and in program maintenance. A forward relevant slice contains those
statements that could be affected by the slicing criterion (if it is redefined). There-
fore, it could be used to study module cohesion by determining what could be the
impact of a module modification over the rest of modules.
(3) lines = 1;
(6) c = getChar(text);
(8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(16) write(lines);
Fig. 7. Relevant slice of Figure 1 (a) w.r.t. 〈1692, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉
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Question answered: What program statements could influence these variables at
this statement if they were redefined?
Main applications: Debugging and program maintenance.
2.8 Hybrid Slicing (Gupta and Soffa, 1995)
When debugging, it is usually interesting to work with dynamic slices because they
focus on a particular execution (i.e., the one that showed a bug) of the program
being debugged; therefore, they are much more precise than static ones. However,
computing dynamic slices is very expensive in time and space due to the large
data structures (up to gigabytes) that need to be computed. In order to increase
the precision of static slicing without incurring in the computation of these large
structures needed for dynamic slicing, a new technique called hybrid slicing [Gupta
and Soffa 1995] was proposed. A hybrid slice is more accurate—and consequently
smaller—than a static one, and less costly than a dynamic slice.
The key idea of hybrid slicing consists in integrating dynamic information into
the static analysis. In particular, the information provided to the slicer is a set
of breakpoints inserted into the source code that, when the program is executed,
can be activated thus providing information about which parts of the code have
been executed. This information allows the slicer to eliminate from the slice all the
statements which are in a non-executed possible path of the computation.
For instance, consider again the program in Figure 1 (a) which contains 4 break-
points marked with ‘*’. A particular execution will activate some of the breakpoints;
this information can be used by the slicer. For instance, a possible execution could
be {1, 13, 13, 13, 10, 13, 18} which means that the loop has been entered 5 times,
and both branches of the outer if-then-else have been executed.
A hybrid slicing criterion is a triple 〈s, v, {b1, . . . , bn}〉, where s and v have the
same meaning than in static slicing and the set {b1, . . . , bn} are the sequence of
breakpoints activated during a particular execution of the program.
Figure 4 shows the hybrid slice of our running example with respect to the slic-
ing criterion 〈16, {lines}, {1, 13, 13, 13, 18}〉. Figure 8 shows the hybrid slice with
respect to the slicing criterion 〈17, {chars}, {1, 13, 13, 13, 18}〉.
(1) read(text);
(4) chars = 1;
(6) c = getChar(text);
(7) while (c != ’\eof’)
(8) if (c == ’\n’)
(11) then chars = chars + 1;
(15) c = getChar(text);
(17) write(chars);
Fig. 8. Hybrid slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈17, {chars}, {1, 13, 13, 13, 18}〉
Question answered: For the set of executions defined by this set of breakpoints,
what program statements can influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging.
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2.9 Intraprocedural Slicing (Weiser, 1984)
The original definition of program slicing has been later classified as intraprocedural
slicing (i.e., the slice in Figure 1 (b) is an intraprocedural slice), because the original
algorithm did not take into account information related to the fact that slices can
cross the boundaries of procedure calls. In such cases, it generates wrong criteria
which are not feasible in the control flow of the program.
It does not mean that the original definition fails to slice multi-procedural pro-
grams; it means that it loses precision in such cases.
As an example, consider the program in Figure 9. A static backward slice of this
program with respect to the slicing criterion 〈16, {x}〉 includes all the statements
of the program except (11), (12) and (13). However, it is clear that statements (3)
and (8) included in the slice cannot affect the slicing criterion. They are included in
the slice because procedure sum influences the slicing criterion, and statements (3)
and (8) can influence procedure sum. However, they cannot transitively affect the
slicing criterion. In particular, the problem of Weiser’s algorithm is that the call
sum(x,1) causes the slice to go DOWN into procedure sum, and then it goes UP
to all the calls to sum including the irrelevant call sum(lines,1). This problem is
due to the fact that Weiser’s algorithm does not keep information about the calling
context when it traverses procedures up and down. A deep explanation about this
problem can be found in [Gallagher 2004].
This loss of precision has been later solved by another technique called interpro-
cedural slicing (see Section 2.10).
(1) program main
(2) read(text);
(3) lines = 1;
(4) chars = 1;
(5) c = getChar(text);
(6) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(7) if (c == ‘\n’)
(8) then sum(lines,1);
(9) else increment(chars);







(17) procedure sum(a, b)
(18) a = a + b;
(19) return
Fig. 9. Example of multi-procedural program
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement?
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Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging, algorithmic debugging,
dead code removal, program segmentation, program analysis, software quality as-
surance, program differencing, software maintenance, testing, program paralleliza-
tion, module cohesion analysis, partial evaluation and program integration.
2.10 Interprocedural Slicing (Horwitz, Reps and Binkley, 1988)
In 1988, Horwitz et al. noted that the program dependence graph was not appro-
priate for representing multi-procedural programs and they proposed a new depen-
dence graph representation of programs called System Dependence Graph (SDG)
[Horwitz et al. 1988]. This new representation incorporates collections of proce-
dures with procedure calls, and it allows us to produce more precise slices from
multi-procedural programs because it has information available about the actual
procedures’ calling context.
For instance, consider Program 1 in Figure 24 together with the slicing criterion
〈3, {chars}〉. An intraprocedural static slice contains exactly the same statements
(Program 1). However, it is clear that procedure increment cannot affect the
slicing criterion (in fact it is dead code). Roughly speaking, this inaccuracy is due
to the fact that the call to procedure sum makes the slice include this procedure.
Then, all the calls to this procedure can influence it and thus, procedure increment
is also included.
In contrast, an interprocedural static slice (Program 2) uses information stored
in the system dependence graph about the calling context of procedures. Hence, it
would remove procedure increment thus increasing the precision with respect to
the intraprocedural algorithms.
In order to understand what additional information provides the SDG about
the calling context of procedures we can observe the SDG of Figure 9 shown in
Figure 10.
The SDG of Figure 9 contains all the information needed to produce precise
interprocedural slices. As the PDG, it contains the control and flow relations of
the program; but it also contains other relations: interprocedural flow relations are
represented by bold arrows; and call, parameter in and parameter out relations
are represented by dotted arrows. Moreover, new nodes are included to represent
the values of the parameters of all procedures when entering the procedure ( in
parameters: information going DOWN) and when leaving the procedure ( out pa-
rameters: information going UP). Together with the definition of the SDG, Horwitz
et al. [1988] introduced an algorithm to produce precise interprocedural slices.
Later, Gallagher [2004] proposed an alternative solution to solve the imprecision
of Weiser’s algorithm with interprocedural programs. He showed that it is possible
to produce precise interprocedural slices by using the PDG together with a call
graph.
Figure 11 shows the interprocedural slice of the program in Figure 9 with respect
to the slicing criterion 〈16, {x}〉.
2.10.1 Object-Oriented Slicing (Larsen and Harrold, 1996).
Object-oriented programs introduce additional features such as classes, objects,
inheritance, polymorphism, instantiation, etc, which cannot be handled with stan-
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ENTER Main (1)
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (11) (12)
(7) (10)
call Sum (8) call Inc (9)
a_in = lines b_in = 1 lines = a_out x_in = chars chars = x_out
ENTER Inc (14)
x = x_in x_out = xcall Sum (15)
a_in = x b_in = 1 x = a_out
ENTER Sum (17)
a = a_in a_out = ab = b_in (18) b_out = b
control intraprocedural flow interprocedural flow call, parameter-in, parameter-out
Fig. 10. System Dependence Graph of the program in Figure 9
dard SDGs. Therefore, in order to slice object-oriented programs the SDG must
be extended. Larsen and Harrold [1996] proposed an extension of the SDG for
object-oriented programs which can still use the standard SDG algorithm. In the
SDGs proposed by Larsen and Harrold each single class is represented by a Class
Dependence Graph (ClDG) which represents control and data dependences in a
class without knowledge of calling environments. ClDGs can be reused in presence
of inheritance. That is, derived classes are built by constructing a representation
of new methods, and reusing the representation of inherited methods.
ClDGs take into account instantiation and polymorphism. When class C1 instan-
tiates class C2 (e.g., through a declaration or by using the operator new) there is




(4) chars = 1;
(5) c = getChar(text);
(6) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(7) if (c == ‘\n’)
(9) else increment(chars);




(17) procedure sum(a, b)
(18) a = a + b;
(19) return
Fig. 11. Interprocedural slice of Figure 9 with respect to 〈16, {x}〉
larly, polymorphic method calls introduce an additional complexity which must be
solved in the ClDGs. For instance, consider the piece of code in Figure 12 where




(3) then p = new Person();
(4) else p = new Worker();
(...)
Fig. 12. Object-oriented code
Under the assumption that x is a parameter of the program, it is not possible
to know at compilation-time whether p will instantiate Worker or Person. Static
analysis must consider both possibilities. To solve this situation, the ClDG uses
a special vertex called polymorphic choice vertex to represent the dynamic choice
among the possible destinations of the method calls.
Another particularity of object-oriented programs is that variable references are
often replaced with method calls that simply return the value of the variable. There-
fore, in order to allow the user to slice on the values returned by a method, the
slicing criterion is slightly generalized. A static slicing criterion for an object-
oriented program is a pair 〈s,m〉 which specifies a statement s and a variable or a
method call m. If m is a variable, it must be defined or used at s; if m is a method
call, it must be called at s.
2.10.2 Aspect-Oriented Slicing (Zhao, 2002).
Aspect-oriented programs incorporate new concepts and associated constructs
namely join points, pointcut, advice, introduction and aspect. To cope with them,
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Zhao [2002] proposed a new extension of the SDG called Aspect-oriented System
Dependence Graph (ASDG).
The ASDG is constructed by constructing the SDG of the non-aspect code of the
program, constructing dependence graphs for the aspect code of the program, and
connecting the graphs by adding special vertices and arcs. The result is the ASDG
which can be used in combination with the standard SDG algorithm.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement?
Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging, algorithmic debugging,
dead code removal, program segmentation, program analysis, software quality as-
surance, program differencing, software maintenance, testing, program paralleliza-
tion, module cohesion analysis, partial evaluation and program integration.
2.11 Quasi-Static Slicing (Venkatesh, 1991)
While static slicing computes slices with respect to any execution, dynamic slicing
computes slices with respect to a particular execution. However, it is sometimes
(e.g., in program understanding) interesting to produce a slice with respect to a
particular set of executions. Quasi-static slicing [Venkatesh 1991] can be used in
those applications in which a set of the program inputs are fixed, and the rest of the
inputs is unknown. This leads to a potentially infinite set of considered executions.
A quasi-static slicing criterion is a tuple 〈s, v, {a1, . . . , am}〉 where s and v have
the same meaning as in static slicing, and the set {a1, . . . , am} is a mapping from
(some of the) input variables to values. For instance, a quasi-static slicing crite-
rion for the program in Figure 1 (a) could be 〈18, {subtext}, {n = 0}〉. The slice
computed with respect to this criterion is shown in Figure 13.
(1) read(text);
(5) subtext = "";
(18) write(subtext);
Fig. 13. Quasi-static slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈18, {subtext}, {n = 0}〉
In our running example, the slice produced with respect to the slicing criterion
〈16, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”}〉 would produce the slice shown in Fig-
ure 4.
Question answered: For the set of executions in which these inputs have these
values, what program statements can influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging and program comprehension.
2.12 Call-Mark Slicing (Nishimatsu, Jihira, Kusumoto and Inoue, 1999)
Given a dynamic slicing criterion D which is comparable to a static slicing criterion
S, the minimal slice produced for D is smaller or equal to the minimal slice produced
for S. However, when slicing real programs, the minimal slice produced for D is
generally much smaller than the minimal slice produced for S [Binkley et al. 2006a;
Takada et al. 2002].
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Nevertheless, this reduction of the size comes with a cost: computing dynamic
slices with standard algorithms is much more expensive than computing their static
counterparts. The reason is that computing an execution trace is necessary to
extract the dependences between actually executed statements.
Nishimatsu et al. [1999] proposed a new slicing technique named call-mark slicing
which allows us to reduce the cost of constructing dynamic slices though reducing
their precision. The objective is to establish a compromise between static slicing
and dynamic slicing in the following sense: call-mark slices are generally smaller
than static slices, but they are less expensive to be built than dynamic slices. To do
so, this technique uses dynamic information when constructing the PDG. A call-
mark slicing criterion is exactly the same as a static slicing criterion but augmented
with a complete input. Hence, 〈s, v, {a1, . . . , an}〉, where s is a statement, v is the
set of variables we are interested in, and the set {a1, . . . , an} are the initial values
of the program’s input. The main difference between this technique and dynamic
slicing is the way of using the dynamic information. Call-mark slicing uses the
dynamic information to determine whether or not each execution/procedure call
statement in the program is executed. These call-statements are marked. Then,
this information is used to prune the PDG by removing those statements not marked
as executed. The result is a more precise PDG which can be traversed with standard
static techniques.
As an example, if we consider the program in Figure 9 and the slicing criterion
〈13, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉 we get the call-nodes of the PDG
(9) and (15) as marked. Because node (8) is not marked, this statement is removed
from the slice (despite it statically affects variable lines at statement 13). The
call-mark slice produced is shown in Figure 14. Note that in this case we where
so lucky that the call-mark slice is as accurate as the corresponding dynamic slice;
but, with real programs, this is not usually the case.
(3) lines = 1;
(11) write(lines);
Fig. 14. Call-mark slice of Figure 9 with respect to 〈13, {lines}〉
Question answered: For this particular execution, what program statements can
influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging, program comprehension and testing.
2.13 Dependence-Cache Slicing (Takada, Ohata and Inoue, 2002)
After the first attempt with call-mark slicing to define a slicing technique which
uses dynamic information to prune the PDG, Takada et al. [2002] proposed a new
slicing technique named dependence-cache slicing which also allows us to prune the
PDG with dynamic information. Similarly to call-mark slicing, dependence-cache
slicing uses the dynamic information to build a more precise PDG. In this new
PDG (called PDGDS [Takada et al. 2002]) the data dependence relations are those
which are possible with the input data provided. Therefore, many infeasible paths
are removed from the PDG. While their objective is the same, call-mark slicing
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and dependence-cache slicing are very different in the way the prune the PDG. On
the one hand, call-mark slicing deletes nodes from the PDG. On the other hand,
dependence-cache slicing deletes edges. In particular, dependence-cache slicing con-
structs the PDGDS in two steps: First, (i) a standard PDG is constructed without
adding data dependence edges; and then, (ii) a data dependence collection algo-
rithm is used to add data edges to the PDGDS which are feasible in the considered
execution.
For instance, the PDGDS of our running example constructed from the input data
text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4 would be exactly the same as the PDG in Figure 3
but removing the data dependence edges (3)→(9), (4)→(10), (9)→(16), (10)→(11)
and (10)→(17); because statements (9) and (10) are never executed. Therefore, if
we use the slicing criterion 〈16, {lines}, {text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4}〉 we
get the dependence-cache slice of Figure 4. Note that, in this case, deleting those
edges from the PDG is enough as to get the same precision as a dynamic slicer.
Let us now consider for the same program an extreme example where the input
data is the empty text, i.e., text = “\eof”, n = 0. The PDGDS for this example is
shown in Figure 15. An algorithm to compute such a PDG can be found in [Takada
et al. 2002].
Start
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (16) (17) (18)
(8) (15)
(9) (10) (11) (12)
(13) (14)
Fig. 15. PDGDS of the program in Figure 1 (a) constructed with respect to the input data
text = “\eof”, n = 0
An experimental comparison by [Takada et al. 2002] has shown that dependence-
cache slices are, on average, smaller than the corresponding call-mark slices. The
same experiments also show that dependence-cache slices are less expensive to be
computed.
Question answered: For this particular execution, what program statements can
influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging, program comprehension and testing.
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2.14 Simultaneous Slicing (Hall, 1995)
There are two different views for simultaneous slicing. On the one hand, the first
definition was simultaneous dynamic slicing—this technique, has been also called
union slicing [Beszédes et al. 2002] in the literature—; where a slice is computed
with respect to a set of inputs for the program and thus the slice can be computed
from the dynamic slices computed for each input. However, the construction of
such a slice does not simply reduces to the union of slices (this is not sound) and
it requires the use of more elaborated methods such as the Simultaneous Dynamic
Slice (SDS) procedure [Hall 1995]. On the other hand, Danicic and Harman [1996]
define simultaneous slicing as a generalization of program slicing in which a set of
slicing criteria is considered3. Hence, slices are computed with respect to a set of
different points rather than a set of inputs.
2.14.1 Simultaneous Dynamic Slicing (Hall, 1995). Similarly to quasi-static
slicing, simultaneous dynamic slicing computes a slice with respect to a partic-
ular set of executions; however, while quasi-static slicing fixes a set of the program
inputs being the rest unknown, in simultaneous dynamic slicing [Hall 1995] a set
of “complete” inputs is known. Thus, a simultaneous dynamic slicing criterion can
be seen as a set of dynamic slicing criteria.
A simultaneous dynamic slicing criterion has the form: 〈si, v, {I1, . . . , In}〉 where
i is the number of occurrence of statement s in the execution history, v is the
set of variables of interest and {I1, . . . , In} is a set of complete inputs for the
program. For instance, a slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to the slicing criterion
〈1692, {lines}, {I1, I2}〉 where I1 = (text = “hello world!\eof”, n = 4) and I2 =
(text = “hello\nworld!\n \eof”, n = 0) is depicted in Figure 1 (b).
Note that, in contrast to quasi-static slicing where the set of considered executions
can be infinite, in simultaneous dynamic slicing it is always finite.
Question answered: For these particular executions, what program statements can
influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Program reuse, program redesign and program maintenance.
2.14.2 Simultaneous (Static) Slicing (Danicic and Harman, 1996). Although
Weiser’s algorithm is able to produce slices starting at many slicing criteria points,
the first to talk about simultaneous slicing from a static point of view were Danicic
and Harman.
In Danicic and Harman‘s definition of simultaneous slicing, a slicing criterion is
〈{(s1, v1), . . . , (sn, vn)}〉, where (si, vi), 1 ≤ n, are static slicing criteria. Therefore,
clearly, simultaneous slicing is a generalization of static slicing where a set of points
can be considered instead of only one. Following our running example, a simulta-
neous slice with respect to the slicing criterion 〈{(9, lines), (16, lines)}〉 is shown in
Figure 1 (b).
This slice has been computed by unioning the static slices for 〈9, lines〉 and
〈16, lines〉. However, despite the union of static slices produces a correct slice in
practice, De Lucia et al. [2003] showed that in theory—if we rigidly fit to the
3Probably, Weiser already noticed that his algorithm could work with multiple points. However,
until 1996 this idea was not exploited.
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definition of slice—“unions of slices are not slices”. A sample of this theoretic
phenomenon can be found in Figures 1 and 2 of [De Lucia et al. 2003].
It should be clear that, although the work by Danicic and Harman focused on
static slicing, their definition of simultaneous slicing can be easily adapted to other
forms of slicing (see Section 3).
In 1993, Lakhotia [1993] introduced a new kind of slicing criterion in order to
compute module cohesion. The aim of his work was to collect the module’s com-
ponents which contribute to the final value of the output variables of this module.
Therefore, in this scheme, the slicing criterion is formed by a set of variables. It is
called “end slicing” because the slicing point is the end of the program. Then, an
end slicing criterion is formed by a set of variables of the program, and thus it can
be represented as a set of slicing criteria (i.e., it is a particular case of simultaneous
static slicing).
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at these
statements?
Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging and module cohesion anal-
ysis.
2.15 Interface Slicing (Beck and Eichmann, 1993)
Interface slicing [Beck 1993; Beck and Eichmann 1993] is a slicing technique which
is applied to a module in order to extract a subset of the module’s functionality. A
module can contain many functions and procedures (in the following, components)
that can be used by the system which imports this module. The collection of
component names form the interface of the module.
When a programmer imports the module, she usually uses only a part of it. The
rest of unused components become dead code. Therefore, the basic idea of interface
slicing is to allow the programmer to produce a new module which only contains
the desired components. To do this, the programmer only has to specify which
part of the interface (i.e., which module components) she is interested in. Then,
an interface slicer produces from the original module a new module which only
contains the desired components.
An interface slicing criterion has the form 〈f〉, where f is a set of function or
procedure names of the module’s interface. For instance, consider the module of
Figure 16 (whose interface is [line−char−count, increment, sum, decrement and
rem]) and the slicing criterion 〈{rem, line−char−count}〉. The slice produced (the
new module) would be formed by line (1) and procedures rem, line− char− count,
increment and sum. increment and sum are included in the slice because they
are referenced by line− char − count.
Hence, a component of the module can belong to the slice because it is part of
the desired interface, or because it is used (maybe transitively) by a desired part
of the interface. Therefore, the process of interface slicing is essentially the same
as conventional slicing but where the interesting dependences are defined between
components and global variables rather than between statements. Hence, it is the
same problem but with a bigger granularity level.
It is important to note that each component of the slicing criterion specifies a
point in the module. In principle, interface slicing could be thought as a particular
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(1) module operations (15) procedure increment(x)
(16) sum(x,1);
(2) procedure line-char-count() (17) return
(3) read(text);
(4) lines = 1; (18) procedure sum(a, b)
(5) chars = 1; (19) a = a + b;
(6) c = getChar(text); (20) return
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’) (21) procedure decrement(x)
(9) then sum(lines,1); (22) rem(x,1);
(10) else increment(chars); (23) return
(11) c = getChar(text);
(12) write(lines); (24) procedure rem(a, b)
(13) write(chars); (25) a = a - b;
(14) return (26) return
Fig. 16. Module which exports five procedures
instance of simultaneous static slicing where multiple points are implicitly specified
in the slicing criterion. In particular, each component name f could be converted
to a static slicing criterion 〈s, v〉 where s is the last statement of procedure f , and
v contains all the variables appearing in f . However, the precision of both methods
is different.
While a static slice taken from 〈s, v〉 would remove dead code appearing in f , an
interface slice produced from 〈f〉 would keep the dead code in f , because interface
slice extracts all the statements in relevant components. Hence, an interface slice
is a superset of a simultaneous static slice taken from equivalent slicing criteria.
Question answered: What parts of this module do I need to reuse these procedures?
Main applications: Reverse engineering and code reuse.
2.16 Program Dicing (Lile and Weiser, 1987)
Program dicing [Lyle and Weiser 1987] was originally defined as: “remove those
statements of a static slice of a variable that appears to be correctly computed from
the static slice of an incorrectly valued variable”. From this definition it is easy
to deduce that program dicing was originally defined for debugging. In essence, a
dice is the set difference between at least two slices; typically, one of an incorrect
value and the other of a correct value. The main idea is that after some tests
we can find some correct and incorrect outputs. The statements in a slice of an
incorrect output that do not belong to the slice of a correct output are more likely
to be wrong. As a consequence, a program dicing criterion specifies n points in the
program, one for the correct computation and n−1 for the wrong computations. For
instance, a backward static program dicing criterion for the program in Figure 1 (a)
could be 〈(16, {lines}), {(17, {chars})}〉; its meaning is that variable lines at line
16 produced an incorrect value (its slice contains the statements 1,3,6,7,8,9,15 and
16) whereas variable chars at line 17 produced a correct value (its slice contains the
statements 1,4,6,7,8,10,11,15 and 17). Note that only one point has been specified
for the correct computation, but a set is possible. The dice computed with respect
to this criterion is shown in Figure 5.
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In contrast to program slicing where a dynamic slice is included in its correspond-
ing static slice, a dynamic dice is not necessarily included in its corresponding static
dice. Chen and Cheung [1993] investigated under what conditions a dynamic dice
is more precise than a static dice.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement but they do not influence these other variables?
Main applications: Debugging.
2.17 Stop-List Slicing (Gallagher, Binkley and Harman, 2006)
Stop-list slicing [Gallagher et al. 2006] is a slicing technique similar to dicing; be-
cause both of them use variables on which the programmer is not interested to
reduce the size of the slice. Usually, programs contain two kinds of variables:
those which perform computations (e.g., output variables), and those which help to
perform computations (e.g., auxiliary variables such as temporaries, counters and
indices). Clearly, the importance of these variables is different depending on the
purpose of the programmer. Hence, the objective of stop-list slicing is to allow the
programmer to remove from the slice those variables which are of no interest.
Stop-list slicing augments the slicing criterion with a new list of variables: the set
of variables that are considered uninteresting. Therefore, a stop-list slicing criterion
has the form 〈s, v, vsl〉 where s and v have the same meaning as in static slicing; and
vsl is the stop-list variable set, the variables of no interest. The stop-list variable set
is used to purge the dependence graph by removing all the simple assignments to
the variables in the stop-list set and all the data dependences starting from them.
Note that control dependences are not removed.
After the dependence graph is purged, the slice is computed as usual with the
standard graph reachability algorithm. Clearly, since some parts of the dependence
graph are missing, the slice produced is smaller.
As an example, a stop-list slicing criterion for our running example could be
〈16, {lines}, {c}〉 which denotes that the computation of variable c is uninteresting.
The slice produced for this criterion is shown in Figure 17.
(3) lines = 1;
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(9) then lines = lines + 1;
(16) write(lines);
Fig. 17. Stop-list slice of the program in Figure 1 with respect to the criterion 〈16, {lines}, {c}〉
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement (but I am not interested in the statements needed for the computation
of the value of this set of other variables)?
Main applications: Program comprehension and debugging.
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2.18 Barrier Slicing (Krinke, 2003)
Barrier slicing was introduced by Jens Krinke [2003; 2004] as a novel form of slicing
where the programmer has more control over the construction of the slice. In par-
ticular, in this technique, the programmer can specify which parts of the program
can be traversed when constructing the slice and which parts cannot. This can be
useful in debugging. For instance, programmers often reuse code which is known
to be correct. When debugging, the programmer might want to exclude this code
from the slice (because it cannot contain the bug which she is looking for).
This ability can be used by including “barriers” in the slicing criterion. A bar-
rier is specified with a set of nodes (or edges) of the PDG that cannot be passed
during the graph traversal. Therefore, a barrier slice can be computed by stopping
the computation of the transitive closure of the program dependencies whenever
a barrier is reached. A usual barrier slicing criterion is a tuple 〈s, v, b〉 where s
and v have the same meaning as in static slicing, and b is a collection of statement
numbers denoting the barriers. For instance, in our running example we could use
the slicing criterion 〈(16, {lines}), {8}〉 which can be interpreted as: From those ex-
ecutions that do not execute the if-then-else, what statements do influence variable
“lines” at line 16? The slice produced for this criterion is depicted in Figure 4.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement from this set of other statements?
Main applications: Program comprehension, remote software trusting and debug-
ging.
2.19 Conditioned Slicing (Ning, Engberts and Kozaczynski, 1994)
Although Ning et al. [1994] were the first to work with conditioned slices; this
technique was formally defined for the first time by Canfora et al. [1994].
Similarly to simultaneous dynamic slicing and quasi-static slicing, conditioned
slicing [Canfora et al. 1994; Canfora et al. 1998] computes slices with respect to
a set of initial states of the program. The original definition proposed the use
of a condition (from the programming language notation) to specify the set of
initial states. Posteriorly, Field et al. [1995] proposed the same idea (known as
parametric program slicing or constraint slicing) based on constraints over
the initial values. Finally, De Lucia et al. [1996] proposed the condition to be
a universally quantified formula of first-order predicate logic. In this approach,
which is a generalization of the previous works, a conditioned slicing criterion is a
quadruple 〈i, F, s, v〉 where i is a subset of the input variables of the program, F
is a logic formula on i, s is a statement of the program and v is a subset of the
variables in the program.
The logic formula F identifies a set of the possible inputs of the program which
could be infinite. For instance, consider the conditioned slicing criterion 〈(text, n), F,
18, {subtext}〉 where F = (∀c ∈ text, c 6= ‘\n’ . n > 0); the conditioned slice of the
program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to this criterion is shown in Figure 18.
It should be clear that conditioned slicing is a generalization of both simultaneous
dynamic slicing and quasi-static slicing because their respective slicing criteria are
a particular case of a conditioned slicing criterion. As an advantage, conditioned
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slicing allows us to specify relations between input values. For instance, condition
F above specifies that if text is a single line, then n must be higher than 0.
(1) read(text);
(2) read(n);
(5) subtext = "";
(6) c = getChar(text);
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(12) if (n != 0)
(13) then subtext = subtext ++ c;
(14) n = n - 1;
(15) c = getChar(text);
(18) write(subtext);
Fig. 18. Conditioned slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈(text, n), F, 18, {subtext}〉
where F = (∀c ∈ text, c 6= ‘\n’ . n > 0)
It is important to note that the claim “conditioned slicing generalizes dynamic
slicing” is imprecise. To be more precise, the correct sentence should be “path-
aware conditioned slicing generalizes path-aware dynamic slicing” or “path-unaware
conditioned slicing generalizes path-unaware dynamic slicing”. But the sentence
“path-unaware conditioned slicing generalizes path-aware dynamic slicing” is not
true (see Section 2.3). Therefore, in the following, whenever we say that technique A
is a generalization of technique B, we will implicitly assume that both techniques use
equal non-mentioned conditions (i.e., both are static or dynamic, both are forward
or backward, both are path-aware or path-unaware, etc.). Section 3 studies these
conditions and its possible values to make two slicing techniques comparable.
For instance, following our running example, the conditioned slicing criterion
〈(text), F, 16, {lines}〉 where F = (∀c ∈ text, c 6= ‘\n) generalizes the dynamic
slicing criterion of Figure 4. Here the inputs considered are all those texts with a
single line—an infinite set—and thus the corresponding slice is shown in Figure 4.
Question answered: For the initial states which satisfy this condition, what state-
ments can influence these variables at this statement?
Main applications: Debugging, software reuse, ripple effect analysis, legacy code
understanding and program comprehension.
2.20 Backward Conditioning Slicing (Fox, Harman, Hierons and Danicic, 2001)
The definition of conditioned slicing defined by De Lucia et al. has been later
referred to as forward conditioning slicing because the specified condition affects
the initial state—the input—, and this condition is used forwards to determine
which statements are executed when the condition is true. Therefore, forward
conditioning is able to answer questions of the form “what happens when the initial
state is s?”
Fox et al. [2001] noted that the condition could be placed at any point on the
program. This approach is called backward conditioning slicing because the
specified condition is used backwards in the program to determine which statements
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are needed to make the condition true. Therefore, backward conditioning is able
to answer questions of the form “how could the program get into state s?”. As it
happens with conventional forward slicing, backward conditioning slicing requires
symbolic execution and theorem proving mechanisms.
Together with the definition of backward conditioning slicing, Fox et al. intro-
duced its generalization to consider a set of conditions instead of one. As a result,
the backward conditioning slicing criterion is defined as a set of pairs where each
pair is either
(1) a set of variables and a program point (a traditional static slicing criterion) or
(2) a condition and a program point.
In our running example we could produce the slice shown in Figure 19 from the
slicing criterion 〈{({lines}, 16), (lines = 1, 16)}〉.
(3) lines = 1;
(16) write(lines);
Fig. 19. Backward conditioning slice of Figure 1 (a) w.r.t. 〈{({lines}, 16), (lines = 1, 16)}〉
As a program comprehension tool, backward conditioning slicing can be used to
check that some situations are not possible in our program. For instance, the back-
ward conditioning slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to the backward conditioning
slicing criterion 〈{({lines}, 18), (lines = 0, 18)}〉 would be empty, denoting that it
is not possible to reach the state “(lines=0,18)”.
Question answered: What statements can influence these variables at this state-
ment when these conditions at these (other) statements are satisfied?
Main applications: Program specialization and program comprehension.
2.21 Pre/Post Conditioned Slicing (Harman, Hierons, Fox, Danicic and Howroyd,
2001)
Pre/post conditioned slicing [Harman et al. 2001] is a generalized form of condi-
tioned slicing which combines forward and backward conditioning; therefore, it uses
at the same time both the forward conditions (called preconditions) of forward con-
ditioning slicing and the backward conditions (called postconditions when negated)
of backward conditioning slicing. In pre/post conditioned slicing slices are con-
structed by removing all the statements except those which are in the execution
paths determined by the precondition and that can lead to the satisfaction of the
negation of the postcondition. The reason for negating the postcondition is the
verification that the program always satisfies it. For instance, if we want to check
that a program executed in a initial state satisfying precondition C1 always ends in
a final state satisfying postcondition C2, we would produce a slice with respect to
the forward condition C1 and the backward condition ¬C2. Then, the slice should
be empty. If it is not, the statements in the slice are those which could lead to the
violation of the postcondition.
From the previous discussion it is easy to deduce that a pre/post conditioned slic-
ing criterion can use at the same time forward and backward conditions; moreover,
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(1) read(text);
(6) c = getChar(text);
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(9) then lines = lines + 1;
Fig. 20. Path slice of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈9, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}〉
these condition can be more that two if we allow to insert conditions at arbitrary
program points. Therefore, to distinguish between forward and backward condi-
tions, a special arrow notation is used [Fox et al. 2001] where ↓ dce denotes a forward
condition c, and ↑ dce denotes a backward condition c.
A pre/post conditioned slicing criterion is equal to a backward conditioning
slicing criterion, except that each condition pair in the criterion is augmented
with the arrow notation. In our running example we could use the criterion
{({lines}, 16), (↓ d‘\n’∈ texte, 1), (↑ dlines <= 1e, 18)} which would produce the
empty slice to denote that whenever variable text contains a ‘\n’ in the initial state,
variable lines must be greater than 1 in the final state.
Question answered: For those executions whose inputs satisfy this condition, what
statements can influence these variables at this statement when these other condi-
tions at these (other) statements are satisfied?
Main applications: Program comprehension, reuse and verification.
2.22 Path Slicing (Jhala and Majumdar, 2005)
Path slicing [Jhala and Majumdar 2005] is a program slicing-based technique that
tries to answer the questions:
(1) given an execution path, which statements can possibly influence reachability of
a given statement s?,
(2) why this path is never executed?, and
(3) why my program never executes statement s in this path?
From these questions, it is easy to realize that path slicing is computed with
respect to a path in the CFG. It should be clear that a path in the CFG corresponds
to a set of possible infinite inputs. Therefore, path slicing is different from static
slicing where all possible executions are considered; and it is different from dynamic
slicing where only one execution is considered. Moreover, path slicing is different
from quasi-static slicing, simultaneous dynamic slicing, hybrid slicing and pre/post
conditioned slicing because all of them consider feasible computations. In contrast,
path slicing can handle infeasible computations.
A path slicing criterion is a pair 〈s, p〉, where s is the statement of interest, and
p = {s1, . . . , sn} is a sequence of statements defining a possibly infeasible subpath
in the CFG of the program. The path slice is then computed by removing from p
those statements that cannot influence the reachability of s.
For instance, a path slice of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to the path
slicing criterion 〈9, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}〉 is shown in Figure 20.
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Statements 7 and 8 are needed to execute 9 (due to control dependence). State-
ment 6 is needed to execute 7, and 1 to execute 6 (due to data dependence).
The definition of a path slice is the following ([Jhala and Majumdar 2005]): A
slice of a path π is a subsequence of the edges of π such that (1) (complete) whenever
the sequence of operations labeling the subsequence is feasible, the target location is
reachable modulo termination, and (2) (sound) whenever the sequence of operations
labeling the subsequence is infeasible, the path is infeasible.
This means that one limitation of path slicing is that it avoids the difficult ques-
tion of statically reasoning about termination. Therefore, researchers that work
with nonterminating programs should take into account that the feasibility of a
path slice guarantees that either the target location is reachable, or all states that
can execute the path slice, cause the program to enter in an infinite loop.
The interesting part of path slicing is that it can slice infeasible paths, and thus
reason about questions like why a path is never executed? For instance, consider
the program in Figure 21 (a) where the statements of function bigFunction are
skipped for simplicity.
(1) read(x); (1) read(x);
(2) if (x>0) (2) if (x>0)
(3) y=1; (3) y=1;
(4) z = bigFunction(y);
(5) if (x>0) (5) if (x>0)
(6) if (y=0) (6) if (y=0)
(7) write("ERROR") (7) write("ERROR")
(a) Example program (b) Path slice
Fig. 21. Example program (a) and its path slice (b) with respect to 〈7, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}〉
In this program, statement 7 is never executed because if x > 0 holds in statement
2, then variable y is set to 1; hence, y cannot be 0 at statement 6. Therefore, the
path {1, 2, 3, 4, bigFunction, 5, 6, 7} is infeasible. However, path slicing allows us
to produce a slice with respect to this path. This can be useful in debugging to
reason why this path is infeasible when it should be. It also allows us to reason
about why statement (7) is not executed in this path. As an example, Figure 21 (b)
shows the path slice of the program in Figure 21 (a) with respect to the criterion
〈7, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}〉. This slice shows that the code in function bigFunction can
not influence execution of statement 7.
In our running example, the path slicing criterion 〈16, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18}〉
yields the empty slice because none of the previous statements can avoid the exe-
cution of statement 16.
Question answered: Given this execution path, which statements can possibly in-
fluence reachability of a this statement?
Main applications: Debugging and testing.
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2.23 Abstract Slicing (Hong, Lee and Sokolsky, 2005)
Static slicing is able to determine for each statement in a program whether it affects
or is affected by the slicing criterion; however, it is not able to determine under
which variable values do the statements affect or are affected by the slicing criterion.
This problem is overcome by abstract slicing [Hong et al. 2005].
Essentially, abstract slicing extends static slicing with predicates and constraints
that are processed with an abstract interpretation and model checking based tech-
nique. Given a predicate of the program, every statement is labeled with the value
of this predicate under the statement affects (or is affected by) the slicing criterion.
Similarly, given a constraint on some variables of the program, every statement is
labeled indicating if they can or cannot satisfy the constraint. Clearly, static slicing
is a particular instance of abstract slicing where neither predicates nor constraints
are used. Moreover, in a way similar to conditioned slicing, abstract slicing is able
to produce slices with respect to a set of executions by restricting the allowed inputs
of the program using constraints.
In abstract slicing, a slicing criterion has the form 〈s, P,C〉 where s is a statement
of the program and P and C are respectively a predicate and a constraint for some
statements defined over some variables of the program. For instance, C could be
((1), y > x), meaning that, at statement (1), the condition y > x holds. Based on
previous slicing techniques, Hong et al. adapted this technique to forward/backward
slicing and chopping, giving rise to abstract forward/backward slicing and abstract
chopping.
As an example, consider the program in Figure 22 (a); the abstract slice of
this program with respect to the slicing criterion 〈(6), y > x, True〉 is depicted
in Figure 22 (b). Here, we are interested in knowing the condition under each
statement affects the slicing criterion; we do not impose any condition. In the
slice we see that the statement labeled with ‘[true]’ will always affect the slicing
criterion, ‘max = x’ will only affect the slicing criterion if y ≤ x, and the ‘if-then’
statements will affect the slicing criterion if y > x.
(1) read(x); (1) read(x); [true]
(2) read(y); (2) read(y); [true]
(3) max = x; (3) max = x; [not(y>x)]
(4) if (y > x) (4) if (y > x) [y>x]
(5) then max = y; (5) then max = y; [y>x]
(6) write(max); (6) write(max); [true]
(a) Example program (b) Abstract slice
Fig. 22. Abstract slicing: (b) is an abstract slice of (a) with respect to 〈(6), y > x, True〉
In our running example, we can produce a slice with respect to the slicing criterion
〈16, c =‘\n’, [(1), text = “hello world!\eof”]〉. This criterion uses the same dynamic
input as in previous criteria thanks to the constraint used. Therefore, with this
input the slice produced would be similar to the one shown in Figure 4 (a dynamic
slice). This can be seen in Figure 23 by looking at the conditions on the right.
All the statements labeled with false cannot affect statement 16. Moreover, the
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abstract slice provides additional information: it says for each statement in the slice
if the condition c =‘\n’ will be satisfied or not.
(1) read(text); [false]
(2) read(n); [false]
(3) lines = 1; [c!=‘\n’]
(4) chars = 1; [false]
(5) subtext = ""; [false]
(6) c = getChar(text); [false]
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’) [false]
(8) if (c == ‘\n’) [false]
(9) then lines = lines + 1; [false]
(10) chars = chars + 1; [false]
(11) else chars = chars + 1; [false]
(12) if (n != 0) [false]
(13) then subtext = subtext ++ c; [false]
(14) n = n - 1; [false]




Fig. 23. Abstract slice of Figure 1 (a) with respect to 〈16, c =‘\n’, [(1), text = “hello world!\eof”]〉
Question answered: Under which variable values do the program’s statements affect
or are affected by the slicing criterion?
Main applications: Program comprehension.
2.24 Amorphous Slicing (Harman and Danicic, 1997)
All approaches to slicing discussed so far have been based on two assumptions: the
slice preserves (part of) the semantics of the program, and it is “syntax preserving”,
i.e., the slice is a subset of the original program statements. In contrast, amorphous
slices [Harman and Danicic 1997] preserve the semantics restriction but they drop
the syntactic restriction: amorphous slices are constructed using some program
transformation which simplifies the program and which preserves the semantics
of the program with respect to the slicing criterion. In the literature (see, e.g.
[Ward 2002; 2003; Ward and Zedan 2007], when a slicing technique is restricted
to statement deletion it is also referred to as syntactic slicing, as opposed to
semantic slicing where only the semantic restriction must be preserved.
The syntactic freedom allows amorphous slicing to perform greater simplifica-
tions, thus often being considerably smaller than conventional program slicing.
These simplifications are very convenient in the context of program comprehension
where the user needs to simplify the program as much as possible in order to un-
derstand a part of the semantics of the program having the syntax less importance.
For instance, consider Program 1 in Figure 24 together with the slicing criterion
〈3, {chars}〉. An intraprocedural static slice of this program would contain the
whole program (Program 1). In contrast, an interprocedural static slice would
remove statements 4, 5 and 6 (Program 2). Finally, its amorphous slice would be
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Program 3. It should be clear that the three programs preserve the same semantics,
but Program 3 has been further simplified by partially evaluating [Jones 1996] some
expressions (thus changing the syntax) of Program 1. Clearly, Program 3 is much
more understandable than Program 1 and Program 2.
(1) program main (1) program main (1) program main
(2) chars = sum(chars,1); (2) chars = sum(chars,1); (2) chars = chars + 1;




(7) procedure sum(a,b) (7) procedure sum(a,b)
(8) a = a + b; (8) a = a + b;
(9) return (9) return
Program 1 Program 2 Program 3
Fig. 24. Example of amorphous slicing
It is known [Harman and Danicic 1997] that amorphous static slicing subsumes
traditional static slicing, i.e., there will always be an amorphous static slice which is
at least as thin as the static slice constructed for the same slicing criterion. In addi-
tion, there will usually be an amorphous slice which is thinner than the associated
static slice. This leads to the search for the minimal amorphous slice. However, as
proved by Harman and Danicic [Harman and Danicic 1997], the computation of the
minimal amorphous static slice of an arbitrary program is, in general, undecidable.
Amorphous slicing generalizes static slicing with respect to the “syntax preserv-
ing” dimension. While static slicing is restricted to one syntax (the one of the
original program) amorphous slicing can produce slices with different syntax modi-
fications. This new dimension can be combined with other techniques besides static
slicing. For instance, conditioned amorphous slicing introduces the non-syntax pre-
serving feature of amorphous slicing into the conditioned slicing technique (see Sec-
tion 2.19). To continue with our running example, Figure 25 shows a conditioned
amorphous slice of the program in Figure 9 with respect to the slicing criterion
〈(text), (text = “hello\nworld!\n \eof”), 13, {lines}〉.
(1) program main
(2) read(text);
(3) lines = 1;
(5) c = getChar(text);
(6) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(7) if (c == ‘\n’)
(8) then lines = lines +1;
(10) c = getChar(text);
(11) write(lines);
Fig. 25. Conditioned amorphous slice of the program in Figure 9 with respect to the slicing
criterion 〈(text), (text = “hello\nworld!\n \eof”), 13, {lines}〉
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Question answered: Can this program be changed to only compute these variables
at this statement?
Main applications: Program comprehension.
2.25 Decomposition Slicing (Gallagher and Lyle, 1991)
Decomposition slicing [Gallagher and Lyle 1991] was introduced in the context of
software maintenance to capture all computation on a given variable. The objec-
tive of this technique is to extract those program statements which are needed to
compute the values of a given variable. Therefore, a decomposition slicing crite-
rion is composed of a single variable v. The slice is then built from the union of
the static backward slices constructed for the criteria {〈n1, v〉, . . . , 〈nm, v〉, 〈end, v〉}
where {n1, . . . , nm} is the set of lines in which v is output and end is the “End” of
the program. It should be clear that decomposition slicing is an instance of simul-
taneous slicing where the set of slicing criteria is derived from the variable and the
program.
A decomposition slice of the program in Example 1 (a) with respect to the slicing
criterion 〈lines〉 is shown in Figure 1 (b).
Question answered: What statements of the program can affect this variable?
Main applications: Software maintenance, testing and program comprehension.
2.26 Concurrent Slicing (Cheng, 1993)
Since Cheng [Cheng 1993] defined the first approach, there have been many works
[Krinke 1998; Nanda and Ramesh 2000; Müller-Olm and Seidl 2001; Krinke 2003b;
Giffhorn and Hammer 2007] that face the complexity introduced by concurrent
programs in program slicing.
Concurrent programs cannot be represented with standard graph representations
such as the PDG or the SDG, because they allow that some parts of the program
are executed in parallel. These pieces of code that can be executed in parallel are
called threads.
In order to represent threads, the CFG and the PDG are extended with special
nodes that represent the parallel execution of threads. These extensions are called
respectively threaded CFG (tCFG) and threaded PDG (tPDG).
Threads introduce an additional complexity to program slicing when they can be
synchronized or they can communicate (e.g., through the use of variables), because
they introduce a new kind of dependence (called interference) between statements.
A statement s1 is interference dependent on a statement s2 if
—s2 defines a variable which is used in s1, and
—s1 and s2 may be potentially executed in parallel.
The main problem of interference is that it is not transitive as control and data
dependence are. Therefore, slicing algorithms for concurrent programs (see, e.g.,
[Nanda and Ramesh 2000; Krinke 2003b]) must provide a special treatment for in-
terference. An evaluation of slicing algorithms for concurrent programs is presented
in [Giffhorn and Hammer 2007].
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Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement in this concurrent program?
Main applications: Debugging and program comprehension.
2.27 Incremental Slicing (Orso, Sinha and Harrold, 2001)
Incremental slicing [Orso et al. 2001b] is based on the idea that not all data depen-
dences are equal. In particular, Orso et al. [2001a] distinguish between 24 different
types of data dependences. Their classification is based on the different levels of
complexity that can be introduced by pointers in a program. For instance, consider
Program 1 in Figure 26.
(1) program main (1) program main (1) program main
(2) read(x); (2) read(x);
(3) y = 0; (3) y = 0;
(4) z = 1;
(5) if (x > 5) (5) if (x > 5)
(6) then p = &y; (6) then p = &y;
(7) else p = &z; (7) else p = &z;
(8) *p = *p + 1; (8) *p = *p + 1; (8) *p = *p + 1;
Program 1 Program 2 Program 3
Fig. 26. Example program with a pointer p and its incremental slices with respect to the slicing
criteria 〈8, y, def use〉 (program 2) and 〈8, y, pos use〉 (program 3)
Here, variable x is only defined at statement (2), and it is used for the first time
at statement (5). Therefore, x at statement (5) data depends on x at statement
(2). Note that in all executions the value of x at statement (5) will be the same
as the value of x at statement (2). In contrast, the definition in statement (8) can
modify either y or z depending on how the predicate in statement (5) evaluates.
Hence these definitions can be classified differently: the definition of y (or z) at
statement (8) is a possible definition whereas the definition of x at statement (2)
is a definite definition. Similarly, uses can be also classified as possible or definite.
The combination of these types of definitions, uses and possible paths where they
could appear gives rise to 24 different types of data dependences.
The objective of this technique is to allow the user to focus on a particular type
of data dependence. This can be useful, e.g., for program comprehension where the
user can initially ignore “weak” data dependences and concentrate on “strong” data
dependences. Then, she can incrementally incorporate weaker data dependences in
the slice. This approach allows us to produce smaller and thus easier to understand
slices. Alternatively, incremental slicing can be used in debugging by using the
opposite strategy. The programmer can produce slices by only considering weak
data dependences which are less obvious and, thus, more likely to be buggy.
An incremental slicing criterion is a triple 〈s, v, t〉 which specifies a statement s,
a set of variables v and a set of types of data dependences t. Hence, an incremental
slice contains those statements that may affect, or be affected by, the values of the
variables in v at s through transitive control or specified types of data dependences.
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As an example, the slice of Program 1 in Figure 26 with respect to the slic-
ing criterion 〈8, y, all〉 where all stands for all types of data dependences, is the
whole Program 1. The slice of Program 1 with respect to the slicing criterion
〈8, y, def use〉 where def use stands for all types of data dependences with a defi-
nite use of the variable involved, is Program 2. Finally, the slice of Program 1 with
respect to the slicing criterion 〈8, y, pos use〉 where pos use stands for all types of
data dependences with a possible use of the variable involved, is Program 3.
Because there are no pointers in the program in Example 1 (a), only definite
definitions and uses exist. An incremental slice of this program with respect to the
slicing criterion 〈16, lines, def use〉 is shown in Figure 1 (b).
Clearly, incremental slicing generalizes static slicing by only using a subset of
data dependences to compute the slice. The same idea has been later used in thin
slicing [Sridharan et al. 2007]. Thin slicing distinguishes between three types of
dependences:
(1) control dependences,
(2) base pointer flow dependences (a base pointer flow dependences is a flow de-
pendence due solely to the use of a pointer in a field dereference), and
(3) producer flow dependences (those flow dependences which are not base pointer
flow dependences).
A thin slice is computed by ignoring control and base pointer flow dependences,
thus, a thin slice only includes those statements related by a producer flow depen-
dence. These statements are called producer statements. Informally, statement s is
a producer for statement t if s is part of a chain of assignments that computes and
copies a value to t.
As an example, consider the Java code in Figure 27.
(1) x = new A();
(2) y = new B(); (2) y = new B();
(3) z = x;
(4) w = x;
(5) w.f = y; (5) w.f = y;
(6) if (z == w)
(7) then v = z.f; (7) then v = z.f;





Fig. 27. Example of a thin slice
In the PDG, thick arrows represent producer flow dependences, dotted arrows
represent base pointer flow dependences and dashed arrows represent control de-
pendences. Therefore, following producer flow dependences we see that Program
2 is a thin slice of Program 1 with respect to 〈7, v〉. Observe that the static slice
with respect to the same criterion is the entire Program 1.
In our running example, a thin slice of the program in Example 1 (a) with respect
to the slicing criterion 〈16, lines〉 is shown in Figure 5.
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Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement if we only consider these particular types of data dependence?
Main applications: Debugging and program comprehension.
2.28 Proposition-Based Slicing (Dwyer and Hatcliff, 1999)
Proposition-based slicing [Dwyer and Hatcliff 1999] was defined to reduce the finite-
state transition system used in verification techniques such as model checking. Be-
cause properties verification is often a very costly task, this reduction allows the
user to cope with bigger and more complex programs.
In proposition-based slicing, the final objective is to perform model checking with
respect to a linear temporal logic (LTL) formula. Therefore, the user specifies a
formula, and the slicing criterion must be derived from the formula. In particular,
given a LTL formula, the slicing criterion produced is a simultaneous static slicing
criterion because it contains a set of slicing points.
For instance, given de LTL formula ψ = ¦(16) ⇒ lines > 0 (whenever statement
(16) is executed, variable lines is greater than 0) the following slicing criterion
is produced: 〈{(7, lines), (16, lines), (17, lines), (3, lines), (9, lines)}〉. This slicing
criterion includes a pair (s, v), where v are the variables in ψ,
—for each statement appearing in ψ (in the example, (16)),
—for each predecessor of the statements appearing in ψ (in the example, (7), see
the CFG in Figure 2),
—for each successor of the statements appearing in ψ (in the example, (17)), and
—for each statements which assigns a value to the variables in ψ (in the example,
(3) and (9)).
The main peculiarity of proposition-based slicing is that, in contrast to previous
techniques, slices produced contain statements that do not contribute to the final
value of the variables in the slicing criterion. In particular, all the statements
appearing in the slicing criterion are included in the slice, indeed if they cannot
affect the specified variables.
As an example, the proposition-based slice of the program in Example 1 (a) with
respect to the previous slicing criterion 〈{(7, lines), (16, lines), (17, lines), (3, lines),
(9, lines)}〉 is shown in Figure 1 (b). This slicing criterion generated from ψ ensures
that the slice produced satisfies ψ. A justification can be found in [Dwyer and
Hatcliff 1999].
Question answered: What subset of program statements are needed to satisfy a
given LTL formula?
Main applications: Model checking.
2.29 Database Slicing (Sivagurunathan, Harman and Danicic, 1997)
The term database slicing can be used in two contexts. First, it can be used to refer
to a slicing technique that correctly accounts for database operations. Second, it
can be used to refer to the slicing of databases.
In 1997, Sivagurunathan et al. [1997] noted that standard algorithms produce
incorrect slices in presence of I/O and database operations. The reason is that pro-
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gram slicers only consider the program state and they do not take into account the
external (or contextual) state (i.e., the state of the external interacting components
such as files, databases, user inputs, etc.).
This can be shown with a simple example:
(1) read(x) (1) read(x)
(2) read(y) (2) read(y) (2) read(y)
(3) z = y +1 (3) z = y +1 (3) z = y +1
Program P P’=Incorrect slice of P P’’=Correct slice of P
If we assume that the command read() reads a value from the input file, and
the initial state of the file is “42 5”, then the value of z at line (3) when executing
P is 6, whereas it is 43 when executing P’.
Clearly, the command read() has an effect on the external state which slic-
ing algorithms should take into account. This problem is common when handling
database operations.
The solution proposed by Sivagurunathan et al. was to use special (artificial)
variables in the program associated to I/O operations that make the external state
accessible to the slicer. The main problem of this solution is that it is necessary
to use a transformation schema that maps the original program language to a new
language that includes the special variables. Tan and Ling [1998] proposed a similar
solution for database operations. Their approach assume the existence of implicit
variables which are updated with each database operation.
Later, Willmor et al. [2004] proposed an alternative solution which is based on
two new types of data dependences which must be computed and added to the
PDG—The resultant PDG is known as Database-Oriented Program Dependence
Graph (DOPDG)—. The new dependences are program-database dependences
which relate non-database statements with database statements; and database-
database dependences that capture the situation when execution of one database
statement affects the behavior of some other database statement that is executed
after it.
As an example, the database slice of the program in Example 1 (a) with respect
to the slicing criterion 〈16, lines〉 is shown in Figure 1 (b).
Database slicing also refers to the slicing of databases. Cheney [2007] applied
program slicing ideas to databases in order to determine what parts of a database
may influence the result of a query.
Question answered: What program statements can influence these variables at this
statement taking into account that the program has I/O operations?
Main applications: Program comprehension, debugging, algorithmic debugging,
dead code removal, program segmentation, program analysis, software quality as-
surance, program differencing, software maintenance, testing, program paralleliza-
tion, module cohesion analysis, partial evaluation and program integration.
3. DISCUSSION
This section compares all the slicing techniques presented from different points
of view. Firstly, the slicing criteria are thoroughly compared by examining their
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differences for every slicing criteria’s dimensions. And, secondly, the techniques
are classified with respect to a set of slicing relations which allow us to produce a
hierarchy of slicing techniques.
3.1 A Classification of Slicing Techniques
In this section we use a classification by Harman et al. [1996] in order to compare
and classify all slicing techniques presented so far.
For concretion, we need first to formally define the notion of precision when we
talk about precise slices. In general, it is accepted that a slice S produced for a
program P with respect to a slicing criterion C—for simplicity, we assume here a
backward static slicing criterion—is precise if and only if S contains all and only
the statements in P which can affect C.
However, it is known [Weiser 1984] that this notion of precision is in general
undecidable. Therefore, we will use along this section a more relaxed (though
decidable) notion of precision.
Given a program P, we consider that a backward static slice S produced for P
with respect to the criterion 〈s, v〉 is precise iff ∀ n, n ∈ S . n →∗ s. Where s1 → s2
means that s2 control or data depends on s1, and →∗ is the reflexive and transitive
closure of →. For those techniques that use the PDG, this condition is equivalent
to say that there exists a path from n to s in the PDG.
It should be clear that, according to this notion of precision, a precise slice
can include statements which cannot influence the slicing criterion. For instance,
consider the following program:
(1) x = 42;
(2) y = 1 + x;
(3) y = y - x;
Here, statement (1) cannot influence the value of y at statement (3); however,
statement (1) would be included by almost all slicing techniques computed with
respect to 〈3, y〉 because statement (1) influences statement (2) which in turn in-
fluences statement (3).
Table I extends Harman et al’s classification with new dimensions in order to be
able to classify new techniques. In the table, we have omitted those slicing criteria
which have been identified as a particular case of another technique in Section 2
and thus, they do not impose additional restrictions or dimensions in the table.
For instance, we omit in the table “End Slicing” because it is a particular case
of simultaneous slicing; we also omit “Call-Mark Slicing” and “Dependence-Cache
Slicing” because they are versions of dynamic slicing where the dynamic data is
handled differently. In addition, we only include in the table the most general form
of slicing for each technique. For instance, in the case of quasi-static slicing, the
original definition by Venkatesh considered slicing only “at the end of the program”;
here, in contrast, we consider a generalization (see Section 2.11) in which any point
of the program can be selected for slicing.
In the table, following Harman et al’s terminology, the sets I, S, N , D and T
refer respectively to the set of all program variables, possible initial states, possible
iterations, program statements and types of dependences. For each slicing technique
(first column),
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—column Variables specifies the number of variables participating in a slicing cri-
terion C, where P(I) indicates that a subset of I participates in C,
—column Initial States shows the number of initial states considered by the corre-
sponding slicing criterion,
—column Slice Points describes the number of program points included in C, and
hence the number of slices actually produced (and combined) to extract the final
slice. Here, n derived means that n different points are implicitly specified (see
Section 2.25); 1+n means that 1 program point is specified together with n
breakpoints, and n+n’ means that n points are specified for the source and n′
points are specified for the sink,
—column Statements Conditions specifies if the statements in the slice must fulfill
any condition. Here, we use a number to describe how many conditions can
be specified; and we use an arrow to describe the direction of the condition: ↓
indicates that the conditions affects the statements after the condition, ↑ indicates
that the conditions affects the statements before the condition and l indicates
that the conditions can be specified for both directions,
—column Iteration Counts is related to the fact that the slicing point can be ex-
ecuted several times (e.g., if it is inside a loop or a procedure), thus producing
several values for its variables. Hence, iteration counts indicates, for the specified
slice points, which iterations are of interest,
—column Path-Aware indicates if the slice produced is path-aware as in Korel and
Laski style of slicing (see Section 2.3) or it is path-unaware,
—column Direction states the direction of the traversal to produce the slice which
can be backwards (B), forwards (F) or a combination of them. Here, despite
some techniques accept both directions, we assign to every technique the direction
specified in its original definition (see Section 2),
—column Precision is marked if the slice produced is precise,
—column Limits specifies if the computation of the slice is limited or not. Here,
vars specifies that a list of variables is used as the limit; and stats specifies that
a list of statements is used as the limit. Finally,
—column Syntax/Semantics Preserving contains boolean values that indicate re-
spectively whether the slice produced is a projection of the program syntax or it
preserves a projection of the original semantics. Here, (e) means that the slice
produced is executable.
—column Dependences considered specifies how many types of dependences are
considered to compute the slice.
—column Statements considered specifies what statements could be part of the slice.
Here, “+” indicates that a subset of statements are included in the slice indeed
if they do not contribute to the slicing criterion. Whereas “−” indicates that a
subset of statements are not included in the slice indeed if they do contribute to
the slicing criterion.
For precision in the slicing criteria comparison, we have included in the table two
versions of dynamic slicing. The first one is the original definition by Korel and
Laski which is path-aware; the second one is the path-unaware definition introduced
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Slicing Vars Initial Slice Sta. Iter. Pa. Dir. Pr. Lim. Sy/Se Dep Sta.
Technique States Points Con. Cou. Aw. Pres. Con. Cons
Static P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
KL Dynamic P(I) single single no single yes B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
AH Dynamic P(I) single single no single no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Forward P(I) {S} single no {N} no F yes no y/y {D} {T }
Quasi-Static P(I) P(S)? single no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Conditioned P(I) P(S)?? single 1 ↓ {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Backward Cond. P(I) P(S)?? single n ↑ {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Pre/Post Cond. P(I) P(S)?? single n l {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Path ∅ P(S)? ? ?? single no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Decomposition P(I) {S} n derived no {N} no B yes no y/y {D} {T }
Chopping P(I) {S} n+n’ no {N} no B ∧ F yes no y/n {D} {T }
Relevant P(I) single single no single no B no no y/y {D} {T }
Hybrid P(I) P(S)? ? ? 1+n no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Intraprocedural P(I) {S} single no {N} no B no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Interprocedural P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Simultaneous P(I) {S} n no {N} no B ∨ F yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Simul. Dyn. P(I) n single no {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Interface P(I) {S} n no {N} no B no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Stop-List P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes vars y/n {D} {T }
Barrier P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes stats y/n {D} {T }
Dicing P(I) {S} n no {N} no B yes no y/n {D} {T }
Abstract P(I) P(S)?? single n l {N} no B yes no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Amorphous P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no n/y(e) {D} {T }
Incremental P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no y/y P(D) {T }
Proposition P(I) {S} n derived no {N} no B yes no y/y {D} {T }+
New
Techniques
Statement ∅ {S} single no {N} no B no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Point ∅ {S} single no {N} no B no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Conditioned ∅ P(S)?? single n l {N} no B no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
Cond. Chopping P(I) P(S)?? pair n l {N} no B ∧ F yes no y/n {D} {T }
Dyn. Chopping P(I) P(S)?? pair n l {N} no B ∧ F yes no y/n {D} {T }
Barrier Dicing P(I) {S} n no {N} no B yes stats y/n {D} {T }
Filtered P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no y/n {D} P(T )
Augmented P(I) {S} single no {N} no B yes no y/n {D} {T }±
Forw. Amorph. P(I) {S} single no {N} no F yes no n/y(e) {D} {T }
Forward Point ∅ {S} single no {N} no F no no y/y(e) {D} {T }
? all agree on input prefix ?? all agree on conditions ? ? ? all agree on breakpoints ? ? ?? all agree on path
Table I. Classification of program slicing techniques
by Agrawal and Horgan. We put attention on Agrawal and Horgan’s definition
because it is more extended in the program slicing community and, thus, it is
comparable to most slicing techniques. In the case of simultaneous slicing, for
concretion, we have assumed that the criteria combined are static slicing criteria.
Each dimension in the table introduces a way to do slicing which, in general,
can be adapted to all the techniques. Consider for instance the “Direction” di-
mension. Each technique has been assigned a value for this dimension (i.e., the
value that the author used when the technique was defined); however, other values
can be used giving rise to different forms of slicing. For instance, we can think
of backward static slicing and forward static slicing; backward barrier slicing and
forward barrier slicing, etc. Similarly, the technique amorphous slicing introduced
a new dimension (i.e., a new way to do slicing), and thus it could be applied to
all the slicing techniques (e.g., amorphous conditioned slicing vs. non-amorphous
conditioned slicing). The way in which the slice is computed can be different too.
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For instance, we could think of intraprocedural barrier slicing and interprocedural
barrier slicing. In consequence, each dimension in the table is a potential source of
slicing techniques; and new forms of slicing appear when either a new value for a
dimension is defined, or when a new dimension is discovered. In contrast, a new
slicing technique appears in the literature when a new combination of values for the
dimensions is found useful. Note that we are assuming here that the application of
a technique in a different language, paradigm, or context in general, is not a new
slicing technique but an adaptation of an existing slicing technique. Under this
assumption, Table I is a mighty tool that can be used to determine the degree of
novelty of new slicing techniques.
The slicing criteria of the table summarize the collection of slicing-based tech-
niques produced during the last 30 years. As explained in Section 2, all these
criteria have been published, implemented and applied to different software engi-
neering fields. However, of course, by combining different values for the dimensions
we could produce several new slicing techniques. Unfortunately, in general, the
techniques produced with this method would be useless in practice.
Binkley et al. [2006a; 2006b] studied the techniques produced by permuting the
values of three dimensions in the table, namely ‘Initial States’, ‘Iteration Counts’
and ‘Path-Aware’. The result are the eight techniques shown in Table II.
Slicing Initial Iteration Path
Technique States Count Aware
Static Slicing (SS) {S} no no
Dynamic Slicing (DS) single no no
Static Iteration Count Slicing (SIS) {S} yes no
Dynamic Iteration Count Slicing (DIS) single yes no
Static Path-Aware Slicing (SPS) {S} no yes
Dynamic Path-Aware Slicing (DPS) single no yes
Static Iteration Count Path-Aware Slicing (SIPS) {S} yes yes
Dynamic Iteration Count Path-Aware Slicing (DIPS) single yes yes
Table II. Binkley et al.’s slicing techniques produced by permutation of slicing dimensions
The comparison of slicing techniques presented in Table I is a powerful tool for
the study of current slicing techniques and the prediction of new ones. The last
ten rows in Table I correspond to new slicing techniques predicted by analyzing the
information of the table. These new techniques have been predicted by trying to
introduce a facility of a technique into another technique to increase its power.
The first new technique is statement slicing. This technique answers the question:
Which statements can possibly influence reachability of statement s? Surprisingly,
this question cannot be answered by previous slicing techniques. A statement slice
is composed of all the possible path slices of a program with respect to a given
statement. That is, statement slicing is a generalization of path slicing where all
the possible paths are considered4.
4We could also restrict the number of paths by using a condition. This would lead us to conditioned
statement slicing.
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For instance, consider the program in Figure 1 (a). We want to know what state-
ments can possibly influence reachability of statement 18 when the input is finite.
The answer is none (the statement slice would be empty) because this statement
will be executed always. This is rather different from the slice produced by other
slicing techniques which focus on the value of a variable. Here, as it happens in
path slicing, the variables of interests are those which belong to conditions that
can influence reachability of the statement of interest. In this example, computing
a path slice is as easy as looking at the PDG where we see that the control of the
program will always arrive to statement 18. In general, to compute the statement
slice it is necessary to check which statements can influence the conditions that
determine wether the point of interest is going to be executed or not. For instance,
consider now the same program and the statement 9. In this case, the statement
slice produced is shown in Figure 28.
(1) read(text);
(6) c = getChar(text);
(7) while (c != ‘\eof’)
(8) if (c == ‘\n’)
(9) then lines = lines + 1;
(15) c = getChar(text);
Fig. 28. Statement slice of the program in Figure 1 (a) with respect to the statement 9
Statements 7 and 8 are needed to execute 9 (due to a control dependence); and
statements 6 and 15 are needed to execute 7, and 1 to execute 6 (due to a data
dependence).
Another new technique is point slicing. Point slicing tries to answer the question:
What statements could have been executed before statement s? Again, this question
cannot be answered by previous techniques.
As statement slicing, point slicing does consider a single statement in the slicing
criterion. Point slicing selects a statement of the program and computes backwards
(respectively forwards) all the statements that could have been executed before
(respectively after) it. Apart from its clear application in program comprehension,
this technique can be useful in debugging. For instance, during print debugging
[Agrawal 1991] the programmer places print statements in some strategic points
of the program, and then executes it in order to see if some of them have been
reached, and in which order have they been executed. Usually, a print statement
is placed in a part of the code in order to check if it is executed or not. A point
slice with respect to this statement can be useful in order to know which possible
paths of the program could reach the execution of this statement. Note that point
slicing does not follow control or data dependences, but control flows, and thus it
is not subsumed by any of the other slicing techniques in the table. As an example,
the statement “print (‘Executed’);” does not influence any other statement,
and hence, it will not belong to any slice taken with respect to a subset of the
variables of the program (it will be removed in all the slicing techniques!). The
implementation of this technique is straightforward because a point slice can be
constructed by traversing the control flow graph from the point of interest.
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The conditioned version of point slicing restricts the possible paths by limiting
the initial states of the execution. By using the pre/post conditions of pre/post
conditioned slicing, the programmer would be able to include conditions inside the
source code. This facility would significantly increase the power of the technique
because it would allow the programmer to know which paths of the program can
be executed before a statement in a particular context (e.g., can statement s1 be
executed before statement s2 if this flag is activated?). This would significantly
reduce the work of a print debugging user by automatizing much of the work. Of
course, the implementation of pre/post conditioned point slicing is not trivial as
point slicing is.
Conditioned chopping is a very general form of slicing which subsumes both
conditioned slicing and chopping, and hence, dynamic chopping (neither defined
yet). Dynamic chopping can be useful, for instance, in debugging. When tracing
a computation, a programmer usually proceeds (big) step by step until a wrong
subcomputation is found (e.g., a procedure call that returned a wrong result). Dy-
namic chopping comes in handy at this point because it can compute the statements
that influenced the wrong result from the procedure call. This dynamic chop is, in
general, much smaller than the static chop because it only considers a particular
execution.
It should be clear that the source and the sink of chopping are not conditions,
but points. Therefore, conditioned chopping computes all the statements in the
program that being affected by source, they affect sink when some pre and post
conditions are satisfied.
Barrier dicing is a new form of dicing in which barriers are used to eliminate from
the slice those parts that the user knows are correct. Once an incorrectly valued
variable has been found and a slice produced for it, the objective of dicing is to
reduce this slice by eliminating the statements appearing in a static slice of variables
that appears to be correctly computed. However, in the slice still remain many
statements which the programmer knows that are correct (e.g., reused procedures
and functions, legacy code, etc.). The barriers facility of barrier slicing comes in
handy at this point, because they can be set at strategic points (e.g, procedure
calls) to avoid the inclusion in the slice of correct code; thus, increasing the power
of dicing.
Filtered slicing generalizes static slicing. While the other techniques collect all
statements that influence the slicing criterion, filtered slicing only collects the subset
of statements that influence the slicing criterion and that are of a given type.
Clearly, the idea behind filtered slicing is similar to the one of incremental slicing
and thin slicing. These techniques only consider a type of dependences and filtered
slicing only considers a type of statements. A filtered slicing criterion is a triple
〈s, v, c〉 where s and v keep the standard meaning and c specifies a condition that
statements must fulfil in order to be part of the slice. This freedom allows the
user to produce smaller slices that only focus on a particular comprehension task.
For instance, the filtered slice of the program in Example 1 (a) with respect to the
slicing criterion 〈16, lines, s defines variable lines〉 contains statements (3) and (9).
This slice shows what assignments to lines does influence the slicing criterion. The
filtered slice with respect to 〈16, lines, s contains c〉 contains statements (6), (7),
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(8) and (15). This slice shows only the contribution of c to the computation of the
slicing criterion. The filtered slice with respect to 〈16, lines, s is an if or a while
statement〉 contains statements (7) and (8). This slice shows all the conditions that
can be traversed before reaching the slicing criterion.
Augmented slicing generalizes proposition-based slicing by allowing us to exclude
statements from the slice. Moreover, in contrast to proposition-based slicing where
the statements added to the slice are predefined, in augmented slicing the state-
ments added are specified by the user. An augmented slicing criterion is a tuple
〈s, v, c, f〉 where s and v keep the standard meaning, c specifies a condition that
statements must fulfil in order to be part of the slice and f specifies a condition
that statements must fulfil in order to be excluded from the slice.
Finally, the last two rows of the table, forward amorphous and forward point
slicing, correspond to the forward versions of these techniques which should be in-
vestigated as a program comprehension tool. On the one hand, forward amorphous
collects those statements affected by the slicing criterion, but without the syntaxis
preservation restriction. This allows us to present to the programmer more compact
and understandable slices. On the other hand, forward point slicing allows us to
answer the question: What statements could be executed after statement s? Here,
again, the use of pre/post conditions would increase the power of this technique.
3.2 Inter-relations Between Slicing Techniques
The information in Table I can also be used to identify relations between slicing
techniques. We have identified some relations and represented them in the graph of
Figure 29 considering that each pair of related slicing techniques relate comparable
slicing criteria. There are three kinds of arrows in the graph:
Generalization (S1 −→ S2): A slicing technique S2 generalizes another technique
S1 iff all the slicing criteria that can be specified with S1 can also be specified
with S2. This relation answer the question: Is slicing technique A a particular
case of slicing technique B?
Superset (S1 99K S2): The slice produced by a slicing technique S2 is a superset
of the slice produced by another technique S1 iff all the statements in S1 also
belong to S2. This relation answer the question: Is the slice5 produced by slicing
technique A included in the slice produced by slicing technique B?
Composed of (S1 · · ·· . S2): A slicing technique S1 is composed of the technique S2
iff the slicing criterion of S1 contains the slicing criterion of S2. For instance,
chopping is composed of two slicing techniques (forward slicing and backward
slicing), dicing is composed of n slicing techniques (one backward slice of an
incorrect value, and n− 1 backward slices of a correct value) and simultaneous
static slicing is composed of n slicing techniques. In the graph, for clarity,
we use only static slicing as the component of dicing and simultaneous static
slicing. This relation answer the question: Is slicing technique A used by slicing
technique B?
The graph in Figure 29 mixes together all the techniques. Each node in the graph
represents a technique of Table I. Therefore, each node has a different parametriza-
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Fig. 29. Relationships between program slicing techniques
tion for the dimensions in Table I, and the reader should not confuse techniques
with particular values of dimensions. For instance, the node “Forward” represents
the technique “Forward Slicing” described in Section 2.5 rather than the value “For-
ward” of the “Direction” dimension. Therefore, this graph must be complemented
with Table I in order to know the exact meaning of each arrow. The graph can say
that technique A generalized technique B, but it cannot explain why. For instance,
incremental slicing generalizes static slicing by allowing us to only consider a subset
of types of dependences. This information comes from Table I. Note that the graph
naturally places static slicing (Weiser’s technique) as the core of the relations. This
also allows us to see how this technique has evolved in many directions.
If we concentrate in a subset of the dimensions we can extract useful information.
For instance, if we only focus on the Initial states dimension we get the graph in
Figure 31. This graph only contains those techniques which have concentrated
on restricting the initial states considered. In the Figure we have included the
year when each technique was published, and thus we see that this dimension was
exploited during the 90’s decade.
We can also focus on a set of dimensions and get interesting conclusions. This is
what Binkley et al. [2006a; 2006b] have done with the eight techniques of Table II.
They used the superset relation to relate different permutations of the values of







Fig. 30. Relationships between interprocedural and intraprocedural slicing, and













Fig. 31. Generalization relationships between program slicing techniques which













Static Iteration Count Slicing (SIS)
Dynamic Iteration Count Slicing (DIS)
Static Path Aware Slicing (SPS)
Dynamic Path Aware Slicing (DPS)
Static Iteration Count Path Aware Slicing (SIPS)
Dynamic Iteration Count Path Aware Slicing (DIPS)
Fig. 32. Superset relationships between the program slicing techniques of Table II
in the same dimension imply a less or more restricted slice, their combination
produces a lattice.
The classification points out abstract slicing as one of the most general slicing
techniques thanks to its use of predicates and conditions. While chopping general-
izes forward and backward slicing, an abstract chop [Hong et al. 2005] generalizes
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forward and backward abstract slicing. Hence abstract chopping subsumes static,
dynamic, backward and forward slicing.
4. CONCLUSIONS
During the last thirty years, program slicing has been applied to solve a wide va-
riety of problems. Each application required a different extension, generalization
or combination of previous slicing techniques. In this work, we have described and
compared these techniques in order to classify them according to their properties
and in order to establish a hierarchy of slicing techniques. In particular, we have
extended a comparative table of slicing techniques by Harman et al. with new di-
mensions and techniques. The classification of techniques presented not only shows
the differences between them, but it also allows us to predict future techniques that
will fit a combination of parameters in the table not used yet. By combining strong
points of different slicing techniques, we can predict a more powerful technique that
can solve problems not addressed before.
With the information provided in this classification we have studied and identified
three kinds of relations between the techniques: composition, generalization and
superset relations. This study allows us to reason about the inter-relations between
slicing techniques, to observe how (in which order and when) the techniques have
been developed, thus reasoning about the evolution of program slicing; and to
answer questions like: Is one technique more general than another technique? Is
the slice produced by one technique included in the slice of another technique? Is
one technique composed of other techniques?
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In 1982, Ehud Saphiro presented in his doctoral dissertation [Shapiro 1982] a new
debugging technique called algorithmic debugging. Since then, algorithmic debug-
ging has been extended and applied to practically all programming paradigms, and
different implementations have evolved to produce mature debuggers for several
languages. This article surveys more than two decades of work on algorithmic de-
bugging, mainly focussing on the different approaches to improve the performance
of algorithmic debugging. It has been written in a way that can be understood by
non-experts in algorithmic debugging. In particular, the article starts with an in-
troduction to algorithmic debugging which is explained in a paradigm-independent
way through the use of different examples. Then, each algorithmic debugging-based
technique contained in the article is studied in a different section. In this way, algo-
rithmic debugging experts can concentrate just on the discussions of the techniques
they are interested in. All the techniques are explained with a common running ex-
ample. This allows us to easily compare one technique with the others by observing
the differences they produce with the same example and bug.
The main contributions can be summarized in four items; two of them focus on
theoretical studies, and the other two are the result of empirical experimentation:
—A functional requirements specification for algorithmic debugger implementors
—A comparative study of algorithmic debugging strategies
—An empirical evaluation of algorithmic debugging strategies
—A comparative of algorithmic debugging implementations
The first part of this work studies the functional requirements that a modern
algorithmic debugger must fulfill. This requirements specification is the result of
more than twenty five years of techniques, methods, optimizations, and implemen-
tations. By studying the different branches of research which has improved the
original Shapiro’s technique, we collect the more general technique for each branch
and we identify different—independent—ways to improve the performance of an
algorithmic debugger.
One of the most important lines of research in algorithmic debugging is the
strategy used to traverse the internal data structure used (see Section 2). The
second main contribution of this article is an in-depth study of all strategies that
has appeared in the literature so far. In this study, for the sake of clarity, we
will use a common example, and will produce an algorithmic debugging session to
debug the same bug with each strategy. This will illustrate the main differences
between the strategies, and their strong and weak points. To conclude this study,
we analyze a table which compares the costs of each strategy; and we propose a
method to combine different strategies.
The third main contribution is the empirical evaluation of the algorithmic debug-
ging strategies studied. The theoretical study of costs of the algorithmic debugging
strategies produces the bounds of these costs (that is the cost of the worst and best
cases for each strategy). To study the average costs of the strategies in practice we
have evaluated all the strategies with a set of benchmarks.
Finally, the fourth contribution of this article is the empirical comparison of
current real implementations. We have collected all the implementations of declar-
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ative debuggers (obviously, for different paradigms and languages), and we have
evaluated them. The evaluation consisted in measuring their level of maturity by
checking how many, and to which degree, do they fulfill the requirements specifi-
cation presented. Moreover, in a second step, we evaluate the performance of the
tools by measuring their time and resources consumption.
This part has been structured as follows: First, we introduce algorithmic debug-
ging and the nomenclature that will be used along the rest of the article. Next,
we describe the functional requirements specification. One of the requirements is
related to the strategy used during the debugging process. In this point, we will
explain all the strategies with a running example, and we will compare and eval-
uate them. In Section 4 we will evaluate current algorithmic debuggers in order
to determine their level of maturity and their performance. In particular, in Sec-
tion 4.2 we compare the debuggers by studying which features are implemented
by which debuggers. This gives rise to a functionality comparison. In Section 4.3
we compare the debuggers from a different perspective. Our aim here is to study
the efficiency of the debuggers by comparing their resources consumption. Finally,
Section 5 concludes.
2. ALGORITHMIC DEBUGGING
Algorithmic debugging (also called declarative debugging) is a semi-automatic de-
bugging technique which is based on the answers of an oracle (typically the program-
mer) to a series of questions generated automatically by the algorithmic debugger.
These answers provide the debugger with information about the correctness of some
(sub)computations of a given program; and the debugger uses them to guide the
search for the bug until the portion of code responsible for the buggy behavior is
isolated.
Example 2.1. Consider this simple program which wrongly (it has a bug) imple-
ments the sorting algorithm Insertion Sort :
main = insort [2,1,3]
insort [] = []
insort (x:xs) = insert x (insort xs)
insert x [] = [x]
insert x (y:ys) = if x>=y then (x:y:ys)
else (y:(insert x ys))
An algorithmic debugging session for this program is the following:
Starting Debugging Session...
(1) main = [2,3,1]? NO
(2) insort [2,1,3] = [2,3,1]? NO
(3) insort [1,3] = [3,1]? NO
(4) insort [3] = [3]? YES
(5) insert 1 [3] = [3,1]? NO
(6) insert 1 [] = [1]? YES
















Fig. 33. Architecture of an algorithmic debugger
insert x (y:ys) = if x<=y then (x:y:ys)
else (y:(insert x ys))
The debugger points out the part of the code which contains the bug. In this case,
x<=y should be x>=y. Note that, to debug the program, the programmer only have
to answer questions. It is not even necessary to see the code.
Typically, algorithmic debuggers have a front-end which produces a data struc-
ture representing a program execution—the so-called execution tree (ET)6 [Nilsson
1998]—; and a back-end which uses the ET to ask questions and process the oracle’s
answers to locate the bug.
In Figure 33 we can observe the architecture of an algorithmic debugger. Clearly,
the schema is very similar to the architecture of a compiler where (i) only the
front-end handles the source code; (ii) the front-end produces an intermediate data
structure (the ET) which is the input of the back-end; and (iii) the final result
is only produced by the back-end. These properties allows one to use the same
back-end to debug different languages by only replacing the front-end. Sometimes,
the front-end and the back-end are not independent (e.g., in Buddha [Pope 2006]
where the ET is generated to main memory when executing the back-end), or they
are intertwiningly executed (e.g., in Freja [Nilsson 1998] where the ET is built lazily
while the back-end is running).
Depending on the programming paradigm used (i.e., logic, functional, impera-
tive...) the nodes of the ET contain different information: an atom or predicate
that was proved in the computation (logic paradigm); or an equation which con-
sists of a function call (functional or imperative paradigm), procedure call (imper-
ative paradigm) or method invocation (object-oriented paradigm) with completely
evaluated arguments and results7, etc. The nodes can also contain additional
information about the context of the question. For instance, they can contain
constraints (constraint paradigm), attributes values (object-oriented paradigm),
6Depending on the programming paradigm, the execution tree is called differently, e.g., Proof
Tree, Computation Tree, Evaluation Dependence Tree, etc. We use ET to refer to any of them.
7Or as much as needed if we consider a lazy language.
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main = [2,1,3]
insort [2,1,3] = [2,3,1]
insort [1,3] = [3,1]
insort [3] = [3]
insort [ ] = [ ]
insert 1 [3] = [3,1]
insert 2 [3,1] = [2,3,1]
insert 1 [ ] = [1] insert 3 [ ] = [3]
Fig. 34. ET of the program in Example 2.1
or global variables values (imperative paradigm). As we want to study debug-
gers from heterogeneous paradigms—in order to be general enough—we will sim-
ply refer to all the information in an ET’s node as question, and will avoid the
atom/predicate/function/method/procedure distinction unless necessary.
Essentially, algorithmic debugging is a two-phase process: During the first phase,
the ET is built. For instance, in the functional paradigm, the ET is constructed
as follows: The root node is the main function of the program; for each node n
with associated function f , and for each function call in the right-hand side of the
definition of f which has been evaluated, a new node is recursively added to the
ET as the child of n. As an example, the ET of the program in Example 2.1 is
depicted in Figure 2.
This notion of ET is valid for functional languages but it is insufficient for other
paradigms such as the imperative programming paradigm. In general, the infor-
mation included in the nodes of the ET includes all the data needed to answer
the questions. For instance, in the imperative programming paradigm, with the
function (or procedure) of each node it is included the value of all global variables
when the function was called. Similarly, in object-oriented languages, every node
with a method invocation includes the values of the attributes of the object owner
of this method (see, e.g., [Caballero 2006]).
In order to formalize a notion of execution tree that can be used in any paradigm,
we need first a definition of software procedure general enough as to be applicable
to any paradigm.
Definition 2.2 Software Procedure. Given a program P, a software procedure is
a part of P which can be uniquely identified with a name and that it can be invoked
(maybe with some parameters) producing a computation which produces a result.
This definition of software procedure can be applicable in different heterogeneous
contexts. Examples of software procedures are the methods of a class (in the object-
oriented paradigm), the functions of the functional paradigm, the predicates of the
logic paradigm and the functions and procedures of the imperative paradigm.
Definition 2.3 Information Container. Given a program P, an information con-
tainer is a part of P which can be uniquely identified with a name and that can
contain a value.
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Intuitively, an information container represents the variables and constants of
the program. Examples of information containers are constants, local and global
variables, and the attributes of a class.
Definition 2.4 Scope of Software Procedures. Let P be a program, p ∈ P a soft-
ware procedure and v ∈ P an information container. We say that v is in the scope
of p iff the value of v could be used or changed during the execution of p.
Definition 2.5 ET Node. An ET node represents the execution of a software pro-
cedure. Hence, an ET node contains the information needed to perform a software
procedure call and the effect of this call. Let P be a program and p ∈ P a software
procedure. Then, for every call to p during the execution of P, there is an ET node
which contains:
—The name of p.
—The names and values of the parameters of the call to p before and after the
execution of p.
—The output of p.
—All the information containers of the program together with their values before
and after the execution of p, that are in the scope of p except those information
containers which have been defined inside p.
Obviously, the information inside an ET node can be represented—and shown
to the user—in many different ways. The most common way to represent the
information inside the ET’s nodes is through the use of equations whose left-hand
side represents the call, and whose right-hand side shows the effects of the call (see,
e.g., Figure 2).









float area = PI * (radius^2);
return area;
}}
Consider also a circle class C (Circle C = new Circle();) and the invocation of
methods C.circle(); C.getArea(). Then, the ET nodes that respectively repre-
sent the execution of C.Circle() and C.getArea() contain:
{C.center = (0,0), C.radius = 2} {C.center = ⊥, C.radius = ⊥}
C.getArea() -> 12.57 C.circle() -> ⊥
{C.center = (0,0), C.radius = 2} {C.center = (0,0), C.radius = 2}
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where ⊥ represents a NULL value.
Definition 2.7 Execution Tree. Given a program P with software procedures pi ∈
P, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and a call c to pi, the execution tree of P w.r.t c is a tree whose nodes
are ET nodes and
—The root of the ET is the ET node associated to c
—For each ET node α, associated to a call c′ to pj , 0 ≤ j ≤ n, we have a child node
β, associated to a call c′′ to pk, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, iff
(1) during the execution of c′, c′′ is invoqued, and
(2) the call c′′ is done from the definition of pj .
Once the ET is built, in the second phase, the debugger uses a strategy to traverse
the ET asking an oracle (typically the programmer) whether each equation is correct
or wrong. At the beginning, the suspicious area which contains those nodes that
can be buggy (a buggy node is associated with the buggy software procedure of the
program) is the whole ET; but, after every answer, some nodes of the ET leave the
suspicious area. When all the children of a node with a wrong equation (if any) are
correct, the node becomes buggy and the debugger locates the bug in the part of
the program associated to this node [Nilsson and Fritzson 1994]. If a bug symptom
is detected then algorithmic debugging is complete [Shapiro 1982]. It is important
to say that, once the ET is built, the problem of traversing it and selecting a node
is mostly independent of the language used (a clear exception are those strategies
which use information about the syntax of the program); hence many algorithmic
debugging strategies can theoretically work for any language.
Unfortunately, in practice—for real programs—algorithmic debugging can pro-
duce long series of questions which are semantically unconnected (i.e., consecutive
questions which refer to different and independent parts of the computation) mak-
ing the process of debugging too complex.
Furthermore, questions can also be very complex. For instance, during a debug-
ging session with a compiler, the algorithmic debugger of the Mercury language
[MacLarty 2005] asked a question of more than 1400 lines.
Therefore, efficient techniques and strategies to reduce the number of questions,
to simplify them and to improve the order in which they are asked are a necessity
to make algorithmic debuggers usable in practice.
As shown in Example 2.1, during the algorithmic debugging process, an oracle is
prompted with equations and asked about their correctness; it answers “YES” when
the result is correct or “NO” when the result is wrong. Some algorithmic debuggers
also accept the answer “I don’t know” when the programmer cannot give an answer
(e.g., because the question is too complex). After every question, some nodes of
the ET leave the suspicious area. When there is only one node in the suspicious
area, the process finishes reporting this node as buggy. It should be clear that,
given a program with a wrong behavior, this technique guarantees that, whenever
the oracle answers all the questions, the bug will eventually be found. However,
algorithmic debugging finds one bug at a time. In order to find different bugs,
the process should be restarted again for each different bug. Of course, once the
first bug is removed, algorithmic debugging may be applied again in order to find
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another bug; and modern algorithmic debuggers keep a record of previous answers
of the oracle to avoid the repetition of questions.
main = sqrtest [1,2]
sqrtest x = test (computs (listsum x))
test (x,y,z) = (x==y) && (y==z)
listsum [] = 0
listsum (x:xs) = x + (listsum xs)
computs x = ((comput1 x),(comput2 x),(comput3 x))
comput1 x = square x
square x = x*x
comput2 x = listsum (list x x)
list x y | y==0 = []
| otherwise = x:list x (y-1)
comput3 x = listsum (partialsums x)
partialsums x = [(sum1 x),(sum2 x)]
sum1 x = div (x * (incr x)) 2
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
incr x = x + 1
decr x = x - 1
Fig. 35. Example program
Let us illustrate the process with a slightly greater example that we will use along
the paper as our running example8.
Example 2.8. Consider the buggy program in Figure 35 adapted to Haskell from
[Fritzson et al. 1992]. This program sums a list of integers [1,2] and computes the
square of the result with three different methods. If the three methods compute the
same result the program returns True; otherwise, it returns False. Here, one of
the three methods—the one adding the partial sums of its input number—contains
a bug. From this program, an algorithmic debugger can automatically generate
the ET of Figure 37 (for the time being, the reader can ignore the distinction
between different shapes and white and dark nodes) which, in turn, can be used to
8While almost all the techniques and algorithmic debugging strategies presented here are inde-
pendent of the programming paradigm used, in order to be concrete and w.l.o.g. we will base our
examples on the functional programming paradigm.
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Starting Debugging Session...
(1) main = False? NO
(2) sqrtest [1,2] = False? NO
(3) test [9,9,8] = False? YES
(4) computs 3 = [9,9,8]? NO
(5) comput1 3 = 9? YES
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(17) listsum [6,2] = 8? YES
(20) partialsums 3 = [6,2]? NO
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
Fig. 36. Debugging session for the program in Figure 35
produce a debugging session as depicted in Figure 36. During the debugging session,
the system asks the oracle about the correctness of some ET’s nodes w.r.t. the
intended semantics. At the end of the debugging session, the algorithmic debugger
determines that the bug of the program is located in function “sum2” (node 23).
The definition of function “sum2” should be: sum2 x = div (x*(decr x)) 2.
3. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF AN ALGORITHMIC DEBUGGER
Since the first implementation, algorithmic debuggers have evolved significantly.
Modern implementations of algorithmic debuggers incorporate many new tech-
niques, strategies and facilities that speed up and ease the debugging process. In
this section we describe the main techniques and features of modern algorithmic
debuggers. All of them together form a functional requirements specification.
3.1 Accepted Answers
Algorithmic debugging strategies are based on the fact that the ET can be pruned
using information provided by the oracle. Given a question associated to a node n
in the ET, the debugger should be able to accept the following answers from the
oracle:
—“Yes” to indicate that the node is correct or valid. In this case, the debugger
prunes the subtree rooted at n, and the search continues with the next node
according to the selected strategy.
—“No” when the node is wrong or invalid. This answer prunes all the nodes of
the ET except the subtree rooted at n, and the search strategy continues with a
node in this subtree.
—“I Don’t Know” to skip a question when the user cannot answer it (e.g., because
it is too difficult).
—“Inadmissible”. In 1986, Pereira [1986] noted that the answers “Yes”, “No” and
“I Don’t Know” were insufficient; and he pointed out another possible answer of
































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 37. Execution tree of the program in Figure 35
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precisely, some of its arguments, are inadmissible if they violate the preconditions
of its function definition.
Example 3.1. Consider the equation
insert ‘b’ “cc” = “bcc”
where function insert inserts the first argument in a list of mutually different
characters (the second argument). This equation is not wrong but inadmissible,
because the argument “cc” has repeated characters. Hence, inadmissibility allows
us to identify errors in left-hand sides of equations.
Inadmissibility allows the user to specify that some argument in the atom/predicate
or function/method/procedure call associated to the question should not have
been computed (i.e., it violates the preconditions of the atom/predicate/function/
method/procedure). Answering “Inadmissible” to a question redirects the search
for the bug in a new direction related to the nodes which are responsible for the
inadmissibility. That is, those nodes that could have influenced the inadmissible
argument [Silva and Chitil 2006].
—“Trusted” [?] to indicate that some module, argument or predicate/function/
method/procedure in the program is trusted (e.g., because it has been already
tested). All the rest of nodes related to the trusted module, argument or predi-
cate/function/method/procedure should also be automatically trusted.
3.2 Tracing Subexpressions
A “No” or an “Inadmissible” answer is often too imprecise. When the programmer
knows exactly which part of the question is wrong, she could mark a subexpression
as wrong. For instance, in the equation
wordcharcount “Hello world!” = (2,24)
not all the result is wrong; only the char count is wrong, and thus the debug-
ger should avoid asking questions related to the computation of the word count.
Therefore, the answer “No” is too imprecise here, because the system fails to get
fundamental information from the programmer about where exactly is the wrong
part.
Tracing subexpressions avoids many useless questions which are not related to
the wrong subexpression. For instance, Mercury’s debugger [MacLarty 2005] uses
subexpression information to enhance bug search. In particular, the algorithmic
debugging strategy “Subterm Dependency Tracking” (see Section 3.10.9) bases the
search for the bug on subexpressions marked by the oracle.
Tracing subexpressions has two main advantages. First, it reduces the search
space because the debugger only explores the part of the ET related to the wrong
subexpression. Second, it makes the debugging process more understandable, be-
cause it gives the user some control over the bug search.
3.3 Tree Compression
Tree compression is a technique used to remove redundant nodes from the ET
[Davie and Chitil 2006].
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(1) append [] y = y
(2) append (x:xs) y = x:append xs y
Fig. 38. Definition of append function.
2 2 2 2 1 2 1
Fig. 39. ET of append [1,2,3,4] [5,6] and its associated compressed tree.
Let us illustrate the technique with an example. Consider the function definition
in Figure 38, and its associated ET for the call “append [1,2,3,4] [5,6]” in
Figure 39 (left). The function append makes three recursive calls to rule (2) and,
finally, one call to the base case in rule (1). Clearly, there are only two rules that
can be buggy: rules 1 and 2. Therefore, the ET can be compressed as depicted in
Figure 39 (right). With this ET, the debugger will only ask at most two questions.
Note that with a list of n numbers as the first argument, standard strategies could
need n + 1 questions to reach the bug.
This technique proceeds as follows: For any node n1 with associated rule r1
and child n2 with associated rule r1, it replaces node n2 with its children (i.e.,
the children of n2 become the children of n1). Therefore, the tree compression
technique prunes ETs even before starting to ask any question, hence, it should be
implemented by all the debuggers as a postprocess to the computation of the ET.
3.4 Memoization
The debugger should not ask the same question twice. This can be easily done
by memoizing the answers of the programmer. Memoization can be done intra- or
inter-session.
Before debugging, programs often contain more than one bug. However, algo-
rithmic debuggers only find one bug with each session. Therefore, in order to find
more than one bug, the programmer must execute the debugger several times, and
thus, the same questions can be repeated in different sessions.
To avoid this situation, the debugger should store the user’s answers and reuse
them in future sessions. Hence, in successive debugging sessions of the same pro-
gram, the same question is not asked once and again.
3.5 Graphical User Interface
A GUI can speed up the debugging session, because it allows the user to freely
explore the ET and mark nodes independently of (or in parallel with) the running
strategy. Graphical features such as collapsing subcomputations of the ET can be
very useful.
3.6 Undo Capabilities
Not only the program can be buggy. Also the debugging session itself could be
buggy, e.g., when the programmer answers a question incorrectly. Therefore, the
debugger should allow the programmer to correct wrong answers. For instance,
a desirable feature is allowing the user to undo the last answer and return to
the previous state. Despite it seems to be easy to implement, surprisingly, most
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algorithmic debuggers lack of an undo command; and the programmer is forced to
repeat the whole session when she does a mistake with an answer.
Some debuggers drive buggy debugging sessions in a different manner. For in-
stance, Freja uses the answers maybe yes and maybe no in addition to yes and no.
They are equal to their counterparts except that the debugger will remember that
no definitive answer has been given, and return to those questions later unless the
bug has been found through other answers first.
3.7 ET Exploration
Algorithmic debugging can become too rigid when it is only limited to questions
generation. Sometimes, the programmer has an intuition about the part of the ET
where the bug can be. In this situation, allowing the programmer to freely explore
the ET could be the best strategy. It is desirable to provide the programmer with
the control over the ET exploration when she wants to direct the search for the
bug.
3.8 Trusting
Programs usually reuse code already tested (e.g., external functions, modules...).
Therefore, when debugging a program, this code should be trusted. Trusting can be
done at the level of modules, questions or arguments. And it can be done statically
(by including annotations or flags when compiling) or dynamically (the programmer
answers a question with “Trusted” and all the questions referring to the same
atom/predicate/function/method/procedure are automatically set “Correct”).
3.9 Scalability
One of the main problems of current algorithmic debuggers is their low scalability.
The ETs produced by real programs can be huge (indeed gigabytes) and thus it
does not fit in main memory.
Nevertheless, many debuggers store the ET in main memory; hence, they produce
a “memory overflow” exception when applied to real programs. Current solutions
include storing the ET in secondary memory (e.g., [Davie and Chitil 2006]) or
producing the ET on demand (e.g., [Nilsson 1998; MacLarty 2005]).
A mixture between main and secondary memory would be desirable. It would
be interesting to load a cluster of nodes in main memory and explore them until a
new cluster is needed. This solution would take advantage of the speed acquired by
working on main memory (e.g., keeping the possibility to apply strategies on the
loaded cluster) while being able to store huge ETs in secondary memory.
A new approach developed in the debugger B.i.O. changes time by space: It
does not need to store an ET because it reexecutes the program once and again to
generate the next question. As B.i.O. debugs Curry, which is a lazy language, it
firstly executes the program and records a file with step counts specifying how much
the subcomputations have been evaluated. This file is later used by the back-end
to reexecute the program eagerly once and again in order to produce the questions
as they are required.
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3.10 Multiple Search Strategies
One of the most important metrics to measure the performance of a debugger is
the time spent to find the bug. In the case of algorithmic debuggers it is q ∗ t where
q is the number of questions asked and t is the average time spent by the oracle to
answer a question [Silva 2007a].
An algorithmic debugging strategy determines how to traverse the ET in order
to select the next question to ask. Algorithmic debugging strategies are based on
the fact that the ET can be pruned using the information provided by the oracle.
Given a question associated with a node n of the ET, a NO answer prunes all the
nodes of the ET except the subtree rooted at n; and a YES answer prunes the
subtree rooted at n. Each strategy takes advantage of this property in a different
manner.
A correct equation in the tree does not guarantee that the subtree rooted at
this equation is free of errors. It can be the case that two buggy nodes caused the
correct answer by fluke [Davie and Chitil 2006]. In contrast, an incorrect equation
does guarantee that the subtree rooted at this equation does contain a buggy node
[Naish 1997a]. Therefore, if a program produced a wrong result, then the equation
in the root of the ET is wrong and thus there must be at least one buggy node
in the ET. We will assume in the following that the debugging session has been
started after discovering a bug symptom in the output of the program, and thus
the root of the tree contains a wrong equation. Hence, we know that there is at
least one bug in the program. We will also assume that the oracle is able to answer
all the questions. Then, all the strategies will find the bug.
Different strategies have arisen to minimize both the number of questions and
the time needed to answer the questions. Firstly, the number of questions can
be reduced by pruning the ET (e.g., the strategy Divide and Query [Shapiro 1982]
prunes near half of the ET after every answer). Secondly, the time needed to answer
the questions can be reduced by avoiding complex questions, or by producing a
series of questions which are semantically related. For instance, the strategy Top-
Down Zooming [Maeji and Kanamori 1987] tries to ask questions related to the
same recursive (sub)computation.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the debugger is strongly dependent on the num-
ber, order, and complexity of the questions asked. Surprisingly, some algorithmic
debuggers do not implement more than one strategy thus the programmer is forced
to follow a rigid and predefined order of questions.
In the following, we enumerate and describe all the strategies that have appeared
in the literature and we compare their cost, and study how to combine them.
3.10.1 Single Stepping (Shapiro, 1982).
The first algorithmic debugging strategy to be proposed was single stepping
[Shapiro 1982]. In essence, this strategy performs a bottom-up search because
it proceeds by doing a post-order traversal of the ET. It asks first about all the
children of a given node, and then (if they are correct) about the node itself. If the
equation of this node is wrong then this is the buggy node; if it is correct, then the
post-order traversal continues. Therefore, in this strategy, all the nodes without
children (the leaves) are asked first, then their parents, and so on. Hence, the first
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node answered NO is identified as buggy (because all its children have already been
answered YES).
For instance, the sequence of 19 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(3) test [9,9,8] = False? YES (7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(6) square 3 = 9? YES (19) listsum [] = 0? YES
(5) comput1 3 = 9? YES (18) listsum [2] = 2? YES
(11) listsum [] = 0? YES (17) listsum [6,2] = 8? YES
(10) listsum [3] = 3? YES (22) incr 3 = 4? YES
(9) listsum [3,3] = 6? YES (21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(8) listsum [3,3,3] = 9? YES (24) decr 3 = 2? YES
(15) list 3 0 = []? YES (23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(14) list 3 1 = [3]? YES
(13) list 3 2 = [3,3]? YES Bug found in rule:
(12) list 3 3 = [3,3,3]? YES sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
Note that in this strategy questions are semantically unconnected (i.e., consecu-
tive questions refer to independent parts of the computation).
3.10.2 Top-Down Search (Av-Ron, 1984).
Due to the fact that questions are asked in a logical order, top-down search [Av-
Ron 1984] is the strategy that has been traditionally used (see, e.g., [Caballero
2005; Kokai et al. 1999]) to measure the performance of different debugging tools
and methods. It basically consists in a top-down, left-to-right traversal of the ET
and, thus, the node asked is always a child or a sibling of the previous question node.
When a node is answered NO, one of its children is asked; if it is answered YES,
one of its siblings is. Therefore, the idea is to follow the path of wrong equations
from the root of the tree to the buggy node.
For instance, the sequence of 12 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is shown
in Figure 36.
This strategy significantly improves single stepping because it prunes a part of
the ET after every answer. However, it is still very naive, since it does not take
into account the structure of the tree (e.g., how balanced it is). For this reason, a
number of variants aiming at improving it can be found in the literature.
3.10.3 Top-Down Zooming (Maeji and Kanamori, 1987).
During the search of previous strategies, the rule or indeed the function definition
may change from one query to the next. If the oracle is human, this continuous
change of function definitions slows down the answers of the programmer because
she has to switch thinking once and again from one function definition to another.
This drawback can be partially overcome by changing the order of the questions:
In this strategy [Maeji and Kanamori 1987], recursive child calls are preferred.
The sequence of questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is exactly the same as
with top-down search (Figure 36) because no recursive calls are found. A difference
between both strategies appears when asking the children of node 12; while top-
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down search asks node 13 first, top-down zooming asks node 14, thus favoring the
recursive call.
Another variant of this strategy called exception zooming, introduced by Ian
MacLarty [MacLarty 2005], selects first those nodes that produced an exception at
runtime.
3.10.4 Heaviest First (Binks, 1995).
Selecting always the left-most child does not take into account the size of the
subtrees that can be explored. Binks proposed in [Binks 1995] a variant of top-down
search in order to consider this information when selecting a child. This variant
is called heaviest first because it always selects the child with a bigger subtree.
The objective is to avoid selecting small subtrees which have a lower probability of
containing the bug.
For instance, the sequence of 9 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 would
be9:
Starting Debugging Session...
(1) main = False? NO
(2) sqrtest [1,2] = False? NO
(4) computs 3 = (9,9,8)? NO
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(20) partialsums 3 = [6,2]? NO
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.5 Divide & Query (Shapiro, 1982).
In 1982, together with single stepping, Shapiro proposed another strategy: the
so-called divide & query (D&Q) [Shapiro 1982]. The idea of D&Q is to ask in every
step a question which divides the remaining nodes in the ET by two, or, if this is
not possible, into two parts with a weight as similar as possible. In particular, the
original algorithm by Shapiro always chooses the heaviest node whose weight is less
than or equal to w/2 where w is the weight of the suspicious area in the ET. This
strategy has a worst case query complexity of order b log2 n where b is the average
branching factor of the tree and n its number of nodes.
This strategy works well with a large search space—this is normally the case of
realistic programs—because its query complexity is proportional to the logarithm
of the number of nodes in the tree. If the ET is big and unbalanced this strategy
9Here, and in the following, we will break the indeterminism by selecting the left-most node in
the figures. For instance, the fourth question could be either (7) or (16) because both have a
weight of 9. We selected (7) because it is on the left.
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is better than top-down search [Caballero 2005]; however, the main drawback of
this strategy is that successive questions may have no connection, from a semantic
point of view, with each other. This is due to the fact that the questions asked are
often related to different and independent parts of the computation; and thus, the
programmer requires more time for answering the questions.
For instance, the sequence of 6 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(17) listsum [6,2] = 8? YES
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.6 Hirunkitti’s Divide & Query (Hirunkitti and Hogger, 1993).
In [Hirunkitti and Hogger 1993], Hirunkitti and Hogger noted that Shapiro’s
algorithm does not always choose the node closest to the halfway point in the tree
and addressed this problem slightly modifying the original D&Q algorithm. Their
version of D&Q is the same as the one by Shapiro except that their version always
chooses a node which produces a least difference between:
—w/2 and the heaviest node whose weight is less than or equal to w/2
—w/2 and the lightest node whose weight is greater than or equal to w/2
where w is the weight of the suspicious area in the computation tree.
For instance, the sequence of 6 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(17) listsum [6,2] = 8? YES
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.7 Biased Weighting Divide & Query (MacLarty, 2005).
MacLarty proposed in his PhD thesis [MacLarty 2005] that not all the nodes
should be considered equally while dividing the tree. His variant of D&Q divides
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the tree by only considering some kinds of nodes and/or by associating a different
weight to every kind of node.
In particular, his algorithmic debugger was implemented for the functional logic
language Mercury [Conway et al. 1995] which distinguishes between 13 different
node types.
3.10.8 Hat Delta (Davie and Chitil, 2005).
Hat [Wallace et al. 2001] is a tracer for Haskell. Davie and Chitil introduced a
declarative debugger tool based on the Hat’s traces that includes a new strategy
called Hat Delta [Davie and Chitil 2005]. Initially, Hat Delta is identical to top-
down search but it becomes different as the number of questions asked increases.
The main idea of this strategy is to use previous answers of the oracle in order to
compute which node has an associated rule that is more likely to be wrong (e.g.,
because it has been answered NO more times than the others).
Consider for instance that after 20 questions, rule “A” has been answered 10
times NO, while rule “B” has been answered 10 times YES. With this information,
rule “A” is more likely to be wrong than rule “B”.
This strategy assumes that a rule answered NO n times out of m is more likely
to be wrong than a rule answered NO n′ times out of m if n′ < n 6 m. During
a debugging session, a sequence of questions, each of them related to a particular
rule, is asked. In general, after every question, it is possible to compute the total
number of questions asked for each rule, the total number of answers YES/NO, and
the total number of nodes associated with this rule. Moreover, when a node is set
correct or wrong, Hat Delta marks all the rules of its descendants as correctly or
incorrectly executed respectively. This strategy uses all this information to select
the next question. In particular, three different heuristics have been proposed based
on this idea [Davie and Chitil 2006]:
—Counting the number of YES answers. If a rule has been executed correctly
before, then it will likely execute correctly again. The debugger associates to
each rule of the program the number of times it has been executed in correct
computations based on previous answers.
—Counting the number of NO answers. This is analogous to the previous heuristic
but collecting wrong computations.
—Calculating the proportion of NO answers. This is derived from the previous two
heuristics. For a node with associated rule r we have:
number of answers NO for r
number of answers NO/YES for r
If r has not been asked before a value of 12 is assigned.
Example 3.2. Consider this program:
4|0|0 sort [] = []
8|4|1/3 sort (x:xs) = insert x (sort xs)
4|0|0 insert x [] = [x]
insert x (y:ys)
4|0|0 | x<y = x:y:ys
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0|0|1/2 | otherwise = insert x ys
where the left numbers indicate respectively the number of times each rule has been
executed correctly, the number of times each rule has failed and the proportion of
NO answers for this rule.
With this information, otherwise = insert x ys is more likely to be wrong (it
has a probability of 12 to be wrong).
3.10.9 Subterm Dependency Tracking (MacLarty et al., 2005).
The concept of inadmissibility (see Section 3) allows us to specify that the ques-
tion itself is wrong. However, it does not allow us to say why the equation is wrong
or inadmissible. In particular, the programmer could specify which exact (sub)term
in the result or the arguments is wrong or inadmissible respectively. This provides
specific information about why an equation is wrong (i.e., which part of the result
is incorrect? is one particular argument inadmissible?).
Consider again the equation insert ‘b’ “cc” = “bcc” of Example 3.1. Here,
the programmer could detect that the second argument should not have been com-
puted; she could then mark the second argument (“cc”) as inadmissible. This
information is essential because it allows the debugger to avoid questions related
to the correct parts of the equation and concentrate on the wrong parts.
Based on this idea, MacLarty [2005] proposed a new strategy called subterm
dependency tracking. Essentially, once the programmer selects a particular wrong
subterm, this strategy searches backwards in the computation for the node that
introduced the wrong subterm. All the nodes traversed during the search define a
dependency chain of nodes between the node that produced the wrong subterm and
the node where the programmer identified it. The sequence of questions defined in
this strategy follows the dependency chain from the origin of the wrong subterm.
For instance, if the programmer is asked question 3 from the ET in Figure 37, his
answer would be YES but she could also mark subexpression “8” as inadmissible.
Then, the system would compute the chain of nodes which passed this subexpression
from the node which computed it until question 3. This chain is formed by nodes
4, 16 and 17. The system would ask first 17, then 16, and finally 4 following the
computed chain.
In our example, the sequence of 8 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37,
combining this strategy with top-down search, is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(1) main = False? NO
(2) sqrtest [1,2] = False? NO
(3) test (9,9,8) = False? YES (the programmer marks ‘‘8")
(17) listsum [6,2] = 8? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(20) partialsums 3 = [6,2]? NO (the programmer marks ‘‘2")
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
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Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.10 Less YES First (Silva, 2006).
Less YES First [Silva 2006] is a variant of top-down search which further improves
heaviest first. It is based on the fact that every equation in the ET is associated
with a rule of the source code (i.e., the rule that the debugger identifies as buggy
when it finds a buggy node in the ET). Taking into account that the final objective
of the process is to find the program’s rule which contains the bug—rather than a
node in the ET—and considering that there is not a relation one-to-one between
nodes and rules because several nodes can refer to the same rule, it is important
to also consider the node’s rules during the search. A first idea could be to explore
first those subtrees with a higher number of associated rules (instead of exploring
those subtrees with a higher number of nodes).
Example 3.3. Consider the following ET:
1
2 5 8
3 4 6 7 8 8 7
where each node is labeled with its associated rule and where the oracle answered
NO to the question in the root of the tree. While heaviest first selects the right-most
child because this subtree has four nodes instead of three, less YES first selects the
left-most child because this subtree contains three different rules instead of two.
Clearly, this approach relies on the idea that all the rules have the same probability
of containing the bug (rather than all the nodes). Another possibility could be to
associate a different probability of containing the bug to each rule, e.g., depending
on its structure: Is it recursive? Does it contain higher-order calls?.
The probability of a node to be buggy is q · p where q is the probability that the
rule associated to this node is wrong, and p is the probability of this rule to execute




1− (qi · pi)
where n is the number of nodes in b.
Clearly, if we assume that a wrong rule always produces a wrong result10 (i.e.,
∀i . pi = 1), then the probability is
10This assumption is valid for instance in those flattened functional languages where all the
conditions in the right-hand side of function definitions have been distributed between its rules.






where r is the number of rules in b.
Therefore, under the assumption that all the rules have the same probability of
being wrong, given a bug in a program, the probability of being in branch b is
r
R
where R is the number of rules in the program.
Hence, under the previous assumptions this strategy is (on average) better than
heaviest first. For instance, in Example 3.3 the left-most branch has a probability
of 38 to contain a buggy node, while the right-most branch has a probability of
2
8
despite it has more nodes.
However, in general, a wrong rule can produce a correct result, and thus it
is important to also consider the probability of a wrong rule to return a wrong
answer. This probability has been approximated by the debugger Hat Delta (see
Section 3.10.8) by using previous answers of the oracle. The main idea is that a
rule answered NO n times out of m is more likely to be wrong than a rule answered
NO n′ times out of m if n′ < n 6 m.
Less YES First uses this idea in order to compute the probability of a branch to
contain a buggy node. Hence, this strategy is a combination of the ideas from both
heaviest first and Hat Delta. However, while heaviest first considers the structure
of the tree and does not take into account previous answers of the user, Hat Delta
does the opposite; thus, the advantage of less YES first over them is the use of more
information (both the structure of the tree and previous answers of the user).
A direct generalization of Hat Delta for branches would result in counting the
number of YES answers of a given branch; but this approach would not take into
account the number of rules in the branch. In contrast, Less YES First proceeds
as follows:
When a node is set correct, its associated rule and all the rules of its descendants
are marked as correctly executed. If a rule has been executed correctly before, then
it will likely execute correctly again. The debugger associates to each rule of the
program the number of times it has been executed in correct computations based on
previous answers. Then, when we have to select a child to ask, we can compute the
total number of rules in the subtrees rooted at the children, and the total number
of answers YES for every rule.
This strategy selects the child whose subtree is less likely to be correct (and thus
more likely to be wrong). To compute this probability we calculate for every branch








where n is the number of nodes in b and r(Y ES)i is the number of answers YES for
the rule r of the node i.
As with heaviest first, we select the branch with the biggest weight, the difference
is that this equation to compute the weight takes into account previous answers
of the user. Moreover, we assume that initially all the rules have been answered
YES once, and thus, at the beginning, this strategy asks those branches with more
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nodes, but it becomes different as the number of questions asked increases.
As pointed out by Davie and Chitil [2006], independently of the considered strat-
egy, taking into account the rule associated with each node can help to avoid many
unnecessary questions (see the tree compression technique in Section 3.3).
With this strategy, the sequence of 9 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(1) main = False? NO
(2) sqrtest [1,2] = False? NO
(4) computs 3 = (9,9,8)? NO
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(20) partialsums 3 = [6,2]? NO
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.11 Divide by YES & Query (Silva, 2006).
The same idea used in less YES first can be applied in order to improve divide
& query. Instead of dividing the ET into two subtrees with a similar number of
nodes, we can divide it into two subtrees with a similar weight. The problem that
this strategy tries to address is the D&Q’s assumption that all the nodes have the
same probability of containing the bug. In contrast, this strategy tries to compute
this probability.
By using the equation to compute the weight of a branch, this strategy com-
putes the weight associated to the subtree rooted at each node. Then, the node
which divides the tree into two subtrees with a more similar weight is selected. In
particular, the node selected is the node which produces a least difference between:
—w/2 and the heaviest node whose weight is less than or equal to w/2
—w/2 and the lightest node whose weight is greater than or equal to w/2
where w is the weight of the suspicious area in the ET.
As with D&Q, different nodes could divide the ET into two subtrees with a
similar weights; in this case, another strategy (e.g., Hirunkitti) can be used in
order to select one of them.
We assume again that initially all the rules have been answered YES once. There-
fore, at the beginning this strategy is similar to D&Q, but the differences appear
as the number of answers increases.
Example 3.4. Consider again the ET in Example 3.3. Similarly to D&Q, the first
node selected is the top-most “8” because only structural information is available.
Let us assume that the answer is YES. Then, we mark all the nodes in this branch
as correctly executed. Therefore, the next node selected is “2”; because, despite
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the subtrees rooted at “2” and “5” have the same number of nodes and rules, we
now have more information which allows us to know that the subtree rooted at “5”
is more likely to be correct since node “7” has been correctly executed before.
The main difference with respect to D&Q is that divide by YES & query not only
takes into account the structure of the tree (i.e., the distribution of the program
rules between its nodes), but also previous answers of the user.
With this strategy, the sequence of 5 questions asked for the ET in Figure 37 is:
Starting Debugging Session...
(7) comput2 3 = 9? YES
(16) comput3 3 = 8? NO
(21) sum1 3 = 6? YES
(23) sum2 3 = 2? NO
(24) decr 3 = 2? YES
Bug found in rule: sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2
3.10.12 Dynamic Weighting Search (Silva, 2006).
Subterm dependency tracking (see Section 3.10.9) relies on the idea that if a
subterm is marked, then the error will likely be in the sequence of functions that
produced and passed the incorrect subterm until the function where the program-
mer found it. However, the error could also be in any other equation previous to
the origin of the dependency chain.
Silva [Silva and Chitil 2006] proposed a new strategy which is a generalization of
subterm dependency tracking and which can integrate the knowledge acquired by
other strategies in order to formulate the next question.
The main idea is that every node in the ET has an associated weight (repre-
senting the probability of being buggy). After every question, the debugger gets
information that changes the weights and it asks for the node with a higher weight.
When the associated weight of a node is 0, then this node leaves the suspicious
area of the ET. Weights are modified based on the assumption that those nodes of
the tree which produced or manipulated a wrong (sub)term, are more likely to be
wrong than those that did not. Here, we compute weights instead of probabilities
without loss of generality because this will ease a later combination of this strategy
with previous ones. We assume initially that all the nodes have a weight 1 and that
a weight 0 means “out of the suspicious area”.
Computing Weights from Subterms
Firstly, as with subterm dependency tracking, the oracle is allowed to mark a
subterm from an equation as wrong (instead of the whole equation). Let us assume
that the programmer is being asked about the correctness of the equation in a node
n1, and she marks a subterm s as wrong (or inadmissible). Then, the suspicious area
is automatically divided into four sets. The first set contains the node, say n2, that
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introduced s into the computation and all the nodes needed to execute the equation
in node n2. The second set contains the nodes that, during the computation, passed
the wrong subterm from equation to equation until node n1. The third set contains
all the nodes which could have influenced the expression s in node n2 from the
beginning of the computation. Finally, the rest of the nodes form the fourth set.
Since these nodes could not produce the wrong subterm (because they could not
have influenced it), the nodes in the fourth set are extracted from the suspicious
area and, thus, the new suspicious area is formed by the sets 1, 2 and 3.
Each subset can be assigned a different probability of containing the bug. Let us
show it with an example.
Example 3.5. Consider the ET in Figure 37, where the oracle was asked about
the correctness of equation 3 and it pointed out the computed subterm “8” as
inadmissible. Then, the four sets are denoted in the figure by using different shapes
and colors:
—Set 1: those nodes which evaluated the equation 20 to produce the wrong sub-
term are denoted by an inverted trapezium.
—Set 2: those nodes that passed the wrong subterm until the programmer detected
it in the equation 3 are denoted by an ellipse.
—Set 3: those nodes that could influence the wrong subterm are denoted by a
trapezium.
—Set 4: the rest of nodes are denoted by a grey rectangle.
The source of a wrong subterm is the equation which computed it. From our
experience, all the nodes involved in the evaluation of this equation are more likely
to contain the bug. However, it is also possible that the functions that passed
this wrong term during the computation should have modified it and they did
not. Therefore, they could also contain the bug. Finally, it is also possible (but
indeed less likely) that the equation that computed the wrong subterm had a wrong
argument and this was the reason why it produced a wrong subterm. In this
case, this inadmissible argument should be further inspected. In the example, the
wrong term “8” was computed because equation 20 had a wrong argument “[6,2]”
which should be “[6,3]”; the nodes which computed this wrong argument have a
trapezium shape.
Consequently, in the previous example, after the oracle marked “8” as wrong in
equation 3, we could increase the weight of the nodes in the first subset with 3,
the nodes in the second subset with 2, and the nodes in the third subset with 1.
The nodes in the fourth subset can be extracted from the suspicious area because
they could not influence the value of the wrong subterm and, consequently, their
probability of containing the bug is zero (see Section 0??).
Given an ET, with a node containing an expression e marked as wrong, roughly,
each of the four subsets is computed as follows:
—The equations in ET which belong to the Set 1 are those which are in the subtree
rooted at the node that produced e (the origin of e).
—Given two nodes n, n′ ∈ ET where the expression e appears in n, e does not
appear in the parent of n and node n′ is the origin of e, then, the nodes in ET
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which belong to the Set 2 are all the nodes which are in the path between n and
n′ except n and n′.
—The Set 4 contains all the nodes that could not influence the expression e, and
thus, it can be computed following the approach of [Silva and Chitil 2006]. In
particular, Silva and Chitil introduce an algorithm which extracts a slice with
respect to the expression e which contains all the nodes that could be the cause
of e. Therefore, all the nodes that do not belong to the slice form Set 4.
—Finally, Set 3 contains all the equations in ET that do not belong to the Sets 1,
2 and 4.
Computing Weights From Rules
The information about the correctness of nodes which is provided by the oracle
during the debugging session can be used to dynamically change weights.
As in Hat Delta, the main idea is that a rule answered NO n times out of m is more
likely to be wrong than a rule answered NO n′ times out of m if n′ < n 6 m. Given
a node n with associated rule r, its weight w is computed from the probability p of n
to be wrong—based on the questions history—and the length of its 95% confidence
interval:





number of answers NO for r
n = number of answers NO/Y ES for r
For instance, if the debugger has to select a child A, B or C; where A is related to
a rule that has been answered three times YES out of three questions, B is related
to a rule that has been answered three times NO out of three questions, and C is
related to a rule that has been answered three times YES and three times NO out
of six questions; then B is more likely to be wrong than C (because wB > wC) and,
in turn, C than A (because wC > wA). Hence, the debugger would ask first B and,
with the new information, would recompute weights.
This strategy can integrate information used by other strategies in order to mod-
ify nodes’ weights. In the next section we present an algorithm to combine infor-
mation from different strategies.
3.10.13 Comparing Algorithmic Debugging Strategies.
A summary of the information used by all strategies is shown in Figure 40. The
meaning of each column is the following:
—‘(Str)ucture’ is marked if the strategy takes into account the distribution of nodes
(or rules) in the tree;
—‘(Rul)es’ is marked if the strategy considers the rules associated with nodes;
—‘(Sem)antics’ is marked if the strategy follows an order of semantically related
questions, the more marks the more strong relation between questions;
—‘(Sub)expressions’ is marked if the strategy allows the user to mark subexpres-
sions as wrong or inadmissible;
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Strategy Str. Rul. Sem. Sub. His. Div. Cost
Single Stepping - - - - - X n
Top-Down Search - - X - - X b · d
Top-Down Zooming - - XX - - X b · d
Heaviest First X - X - - - b · d
Less YES First X X X - X - b · d
Divide & Query X - - - - - b · log2n
Biased Weighting D&Q X - - - - - b · log2n
Hirunkitti’s D&Q X - - - - - b · log2n
Divide by YES & Query X X - - X - b · d
Hat Delta - X - - X - n
Subterm Dependency Track. - - XXX X - - n
Dynamic Weighting Search X X - X X - n
Fig. 40. Comparing algorithmic debugging strategies
—‘(His)tory ’ is marked if the strategy considers previous answers in order to select
the next node to ask (besides cutting the tree);
—‘(Div)isible’ is marked if the strategy can work with a subset of the whole ET.
ETs can be huge and thus, it is desirable not to explore the whole tree after
every question. Some strategies allow us to only load a part of the tree at a time,
thus significatively speeding up the internal processing of the ET; and hence,
being much more scalable than other strategies that need to explore the whole
tree before every question. For instance, top-down can load the nodes whose
depth is less than d, and ask d questions before loading another part of the tree.
Note, however, that some of the non-marked strategies could work with a subset
of the whole ET if they where restricted. For instance, heaviest first could be
restricted by simply limiting the search for the heaviest branch to the loaded
nodes of the ET. Other strategies need more simplifications: less YES first or
Hat Delta could be restricted by only marking as correctly executed the first d
levels of descendants of a node answered YES; and then restricting the search for
the heaviest branch (respectively node) to the loaded nodes of the ET. Finally,
—‘Cost ’ represents the worst case query complexity of the strategy. Here, n repre-
sents the number of nodes in the ET, d its maximum depth and b its branching
factor.
If we analyze the information in Figure 40, we see that the costs of the first eight
rows strictly depend on the structure of the ET (i.e., it can be determined by only
analyzing the ET). In contrast, the cost of divide by YES & query, Hat Delta,
subterm dependency tracking and dynamic weighting search also depends on the
information provided by the user.
The cost of single stepping is too expensive. Its worst case query complexity is
order n, and its average cost is n/2.
Top-down and its variants have a cost of b · d which is significantly lower than
the one of single stepping. The improvement of top-down zooming over top-down
is based on the time needed by the programmer to answer the questions; their
query complexity is the same. Note that, after the tree compression described in
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Section 3.3, no zoom is possible and, thus, both strategies are identical.
In contrast, while in the worst case the costs of top-down and heaviest first are
equal, in the mean case heaviest first performs an improvement over top-down. In







i=1 weight(si) · pos(si)∑b
i=1 weight(si)
of the children.
where function weight computes the weight of a node and function pos computes
the position of a node in a list containing it and all its brothers which is in
descending order by their weights.
In the case of less YES first, the improvement is based on the fact that the
heaviest branch is not always the branch with a higher probability of containing
the buggy node. While heaviest first and less YES first have the same worst case
query complexity, their average cost must be compared empirically.
D&Q is optimal in the worst case, with a cost order of b · (log2 n).
The cost of the rest of strategies is highly influenced by the answers of the user.
The worst case of Hat Delta happens when the branching factor is 1 and the
buggy node is in the leaf of the ET. In this case the cost is n. However, in normal
situations, when the ET is wide, the worst case is still close to n; and it occurs
when the first branch explored is answered NO, and the information of NO answers
obtained makes the algorithmic debugger explore the rest of the ET bottom up. It
can be seen in Example 3.6.















where each node is labeled with its associated rule. If we use the version of Hat
Delta which counts correct computations, then when the oracle answers YES to
a node, all its subnodes are marked as correctly executed once. This information
could make the debugger to ask more questions than with top-down. In particular,
a possible list of questions asked is specified by marking each node with its position
in the list. This produces the following session: 1.- NO, 2.- YES, 3.- YES, 4.- YES,
5.- YES, 6.- YES, 7.- YES, 8.- YES, 9.- YES, 10.- YES, 11.- YES, 12.- NO, 13.-
YES.
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Despite subterm dependency tracking is a top-down version enriched with addi-
tional information provided by the oracle, this information—that we assume correct
here to compute the costs—could make the algorithmic debugger to ask more ques-
tions than with the standard top-down. In fact, this strategy—and also dynamic
weighting search if we assume that top-down is used by default—has a worst case
query complexity of n because the expressions marked by the programmer can make
the algorithmic debugger to explore the whole ET. The next example shows the
path of nodes asked by the algorithmic debugger in the worst case.
Example 3.7. Consider the following program:
f x = g (k (g x))
g x = j (i (h x))
h x = x+1
i x = x+1
j x = x+1
k x = x+1
whose ET w.r.t. the call f 1 is:
g = 85 g 1 = 4
f 1 = 8
j = 87 j = 43h 5 = 6 h 1 = 2i = 76 i = 32
k = 54
Here, the sequence of nodes asked with subterm dependency tracking is depicted
with dotted arrows and the expressions marked by the programmer as wrong or
inadmissible are underlined. Then, the debugging session is:
Starting Debugging Session...
f 1 = 8? NO (The user selects "8")
j 7 = 8? YES (The user selects "7")
i 6 = 7? YES (The user selects "6")
h 5 = 6? YES
g 5 = 8? YES (The user selects "5")
k 4 = 5? YES (The user selects "4")
j 3 = 4? YES (The user selects "3")
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i 2 = 3? YES (The user selects "2")
h 1 = 2? YES
g 1 = 4? NO
Bug found in rule:
g x = j (i (h x))
And, thus, all the ET’s nodes are asked.
As a summary, the following diagram shows the relation between the costs of the
strategies discussed so far:



















This diagram together with the costs associated to every strategy in Figure 40
allows algorithmic debuggers to automatically determine which strategy to use de-
pending on the structure of the ET. This means that the algorithmic debugger can
dynamically change the strategy used during a debugging session. For instance, af-
ter every question the new maximum depth (d) of the ET and its remaining number
of nodes (n) is computed; if d < log2n then heaviest first is used in order to select
a new node, else Hirunkitti is applied. This result will be used in Section 0?? to
produce an algorithm which combines different strategies according to the dynamic
changes in the structure of the ET’s suspicious area during a debugging session.
4. A COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMIC DEBUGGERS
In this section, we do not focus on techniques, but in tools. The aim of this part
of the survey is to overview current implementations of algorithmic debuggers and
compare their functionality and performance.
4.1 Algorithmic Debuggers
The first part of our study consisted in the selection of the debuggers that were
going to participate in the study. We found thirteen algorithmic debuggers, and
we selected all of them except those immature enough to be used in practice (see
Section 4.4). Our objective was not to compare algorithmic debugging-based tech-
niques, but to compare mature and usable implementations. Therefore, we have
evaluated each debugger according to its last implementation, not to its last re-
port/article/thesis description.
The debuggers included in the study are the following:




DDT:. DDT12 [Caballero 2005] is part of the multiparadigm language TOY’s
distribution [López-Fraguas and Sánchez-Hernández 1999]. It uses a graphical user
interface (GUI), implemented in Java (i.e., it needs the Java Runtime Environment
to work).
Freja:. Freja13 [Nilsson 1998] is a debugger for Haskell, result of Henrik Nilsson’s
thesis. It is able to debug a subset of Haskell; unfortunately, it is not maintained
anymore.
Hat Delta:. Hat Delta14 [Davie and Chitil 2006] belongs to Hat [Wallace et al.
2001], a set of debugging tools for Haskell. In particular, it is the successor of the
algorithmic debugger Hat Detect.
B.i.O.:. B.i.O. (Believe in Oracles)15 Curry [Hanus 2006] is a functional logic
language. B.i.O. is a debugger integrated in the Curry compiler KICS [Braßel and
Huch 2007], and can work as an algorithmic debugger.
Mercury’s Algorithmic Debugger:. Mercury’s compiler16 [Somogyi et al. 1996] is
a purely declarative logic and functional programming language. Its compiler has a
debugger integrated with both a procedural debugger and an algorithmic debugger
[MacLarty 2005].
Münster Curry Debugger:. One of the most important compilers for Curry is the
Münster Curry compiler17 [Lux 2006] which includes an algorithmic debugger.
Nude:. The NU-Prolog Debugging Environment (Nude)18 [Naish et al. 1989] in-
tegrates a collection of debugging tools for NU-Prolog programs [Thom and Zobel
1988].
4.2 Functionality Comparison
In this section we study what of the functional requirements explained in Section 3
are currently implemented in the debuggers.
Table 4.2 presents a summary of the available functionalities of the studied al-
gorithmic debuggers. Every column gathers the information of one algorithmic
debugger. The meaning of the rows is the following:
—Implementation Language: Language used to implement the debugger.
—Target Language: Debugged language.
—Strategies: Algorithmic debugging strategies supported by the debugger: Top
Down (TD), Divide & Query (DQ), Hat Delta’s Heuristics (HD), Mercury’s Di-
vide & Query (MD), and Subterm Dependency Tracking (SD).
—DataBase/Memoization: Is a database used to store answers for future debugging










—Front-End : Is it integrated into the compiler or is it standalone? Is it an inter-
preter/compiler or is it a program transformation?
—Interface: Interface used between the front-end and the back-end. If the front-
end is a program transformation, then it specifies the data structure generated
by the transformed program. Whenever the data structure is stored into the file
system, brackets specify the format used. Here, DDT exports the ET in two
formats: XML or a TXT. Hat Delta uses an ART (Augmented Redex Trail) with
a native format. B.i.O. generates a list of step counts (see Section 3.9) which is
stored in a plain text file.
—Execution Tree: When the back-end is executed, is the ET stored in the file
system or in main memory? This row also specifies which debuggers produce the
ET on demand.
—Accepted Answers: Yes (YE), No (NO), I Don’t Know (DK), Inadmissible (IN),
Maybe Yes (MY), Maybe Not (MN), and Trusted (TR).
—Tracing Subexpressions: Is it possible to specify that a (sub)expression is wrong?
—ET Exploration: Is it possible to explore the ET freely?
—Tree Compression: Does the debugger implement the tree compression tech-
nique?
—Undo: Is it possible to undo an answer?
—Trusting : Is it possible to trust modules (Mo), functions (Fu) and/or arguments
(Ar)?
—GUI : Has the debugger a graphical user interface?
—Version: Evaluated version of the debugger.
4.3 Efficiency Comparison
We studied the growing rate of the internal data structure stored by the debug-
gers. This information is useful to know the scalability of each debugger and, in
particular, their limitations with respect to the ET’s size.
The study has proved that several debuggers are not usable with real programs
because they run out of memory with long running computations. The main reason
is that many of them store their ET in memory, and the size of the ET produces
a memory overflow as soon as the computation is not medium-size. While the
Münster Curry Debugger has the lowest growing rate in the size of its ET, the
most scalable debugger is Hat Delta which successfully passed more benchmarks.
The main advantages of the ART used by Hat Delta is that it is stored in secondary
memory, and it shares data structures between different nodes.
In this experiment we have only considered those debuggers which already have
a stable version and which are still maintained: Buddha, DDT, Hat Delta and
Münster Curry debugger. We have omitted Mercury‘s debugger from this study
because the collection of benchmarks used in the study are pure functional pro-
grams; and their translation to Mercury produced significant differences in the size
and the structure of the ET which made it incomparable to the others.
In order to compare the growing rate of the ET’s size of each debugger, we se-
lected some benchmarks from the nofib-buggy suite [Silva 2007b] and we created









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































they allow us to produce algorithmic debugging sessions with series of both huge
and tiny questions. They also allow us to compare the debuggers with broad and
long ETs. All these benchmarks together with the experiment results are publicly
available at:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/algdeb
It is important to note that in this part of the study our objective was not to
compare the debuggers against real programs. This is useless, because with the
same ET, independently of its size, all the debuggers find the bug with the same
number of questions (if they use the same strategy). Our objective was to study the
behavior of the debuggers when handling different kinds of ETs. In particular, we
produced deep, broad, balanced and unbalanced ETs with different sizes of nodes.
With the experiment we were able to know how efficient the debuggers are when
storing the ET in memory, and how scalable they are when the size of this ET
grows up.
Once we collected the benchmarks for the experiment, we reprogrammed them
for all the targeted languages of the debuggers. Finally, we tested the debuggers
with a set of increasing input data in order to be able to graphically represent the
growing rate of the size of the ET.
Since each debugger handles the ET in a different way, we had to use a different
method in each case to measure their size:
—Hat Delta stores the ART into a file and traverses it during the debugging process.
Then, we considered the size of the whole ART rather than the size of the implicit
ET. Since the ART is used for other purposes than algorithmic debugging (e.g.,
tracing) it contains more information than needed.
—DDT saves ETs in two formats: TXT and XML. For our purpose, we used the
size of the XML because this is the file loaded by the tool to make the debugging
process.
—Münster Curry Debugger generates the ET in main memory. But we applied a
patch—provided by Wolfgang Lux—that allows us to store the ET in a text file.
—Buddha also generates the whole ET in main memory. In this case, we used a
shell script to measure the physical memory used by the data structures handled
by the debugger. It might produce a slightly unfair advantage in that in-memory
representation of the ET is likely to be more compact than any other represen-
tation stored on disk.
Figure 41 shows the results of one of the experiments. It shows the size of the
ET produced by four debuggers when debugging the program merge-sort. X-axis
represents the number of nodes in the ETs; Y-axis represents the ET’s size in
Kb; and Z-axis shows the debuggers. In this example we can see that Hat and
Buddha supported big ETs without problems. However, DDT and the Münster
Curry Debugger were not able to manage ETs with more than (approximately) two
and ten thousand nodes respectively. DDT was out of memory and crashed. The
Münster Curry Debugger needed a lot of time to generate big ETs, and we stopped
it after 6 hours running.
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It is important to note that we selected on purpose some benchmarks that process
big data structures. The reason is that the size of the nodes is strongly dependent
on the size of its data structures, and we wanted to study the growing rate with
both small and big input data.
Fig. 41. Growing rate of declarative debuggers for merge-sort.
Fig. 42. Growing rate of declarative debuggers for factorial.
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Fig. 43. Growing rate of declarative debuggers for length.
Fig. 44. Linear tendency graph of the growing rate of the ET’s size.
Figures 42 and 43 show respectively the results obtained with the program fac-
torial and length. They show two extreme cases: while, in factorial the impact of
the input data over the size of the ET’s nodes is not significant, in length it is very
significant (we used lists up to one thousand elements).
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Combining all the experiments, we computed the average linear tendency of the
ET’s size growing rate. It is depicted in Figure 44.
4.4 Other Debuggers
We did not include in our study those debuggers which do not have a stable version
yet. This is the case, for instance, of the declarative debuggers for Java described
in [Caballero 2006] and [Girgis and Jayaraman 2006]. We contacted with the de-
velopers of the Java Interactive Visualization Environment (JIVE) [Gestwicki and
Jayaraman 2004] and the next release will integrate an algorithmic debugger called
JavaDD [Girgis and Jayaraman 2006]. This tool uses the Java Platform Debugger
Architecture to examine the events log of the execution and produce the ET.
We neither considered the debugger GADT [Fritzson et al. 1992] (which stands for
Generalized Algorithmic Debugging and Testing). Despite it was quite promising
because it included a testing and a program slicing phases, its implementation was
abandoned in 1992.
The Prolog’s debugger GIDTS (Graphical Interactive Diagnosis, Testing and
Slicing System) [Kokai et al. 1999] integrated different debugging methods under a
unique GUI. Unfortunately, it is not maintained anymore, and thus, it was discarded
for the study.
Other debuggers that we discarded are the declarative debugger of the language
Escher [Lloyd 1995], because it is not maintained since 1998; and the declarative
debugger GraDE [Binks 1995] for the logic programming language Gödel which was
abandoned.
We are aware of new versions of the studied debuggers which are currently under
development. We did not include them in the study because they are not being
distributed yet, and thus, they are not part of the current state of the practice.
There are, however, two cases that we want to note:
(1) Hat Delta: The old algorithmic debugger of Hat was Hat Detect. Hat Delta has
replaced Hat Detect because it includes new features such as tree compression
and also improved strategies to explore the ET. Nevertheless, some of the old
functionalities offered by Hat Detect have not been integrated in Hat Delta yet.
Since these functionalities were already implemented by Hat Detect, surely,




—new accepted answers: Maybe Yes, Maybe No, and Trusted, and
—trusting of functions.
(2) DDT: There is a new β-version of DDT which includes many new features.
These features are the following:
—New Strategies: Heaviest First, Hirunkitti’s Divide & Query, Single Stepping,
Hat Delta’s Heuristics, More Rules First, and Divide by Rules & Query,
—tree compression, and
—a database for inter-session memoization.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The main conclusion of the study is that many techniques that have been studied
and developed on a theoretical level, have not been implemented and/or integrated
into usable algorithmic debuggers.
The functionality comparison has produced a precise description of what features
are implemented by each debugger (hence, for each language). From the description,
it is easy to see that many features which should be implemented by any algorithmic
debugger are only included in one of them. For instance, only the Mercury debugger
is able to trace subexpressions, only Hat Delta implements tree compression, only
DDT has a GUI and only it allows the user to graphically explore the ET.
Another important conclusion is that none of the debuggers implement all the
ET exploration strategies that appear in the literature. For instance, Hirunkitti’s
divide and query which is supposed to be the most efficient strategy has not been
implemented yet.
Regarding the efficiency comparison, one conclusion is that the main problem
of current algorithmic debuggers is not time but space. Their scalability is very
low because they are out of memory with long running computations due to the
huge growing rate of the ET. In this respect, the more scalable debugger of the
four we compared are Hat Delta (i.e., it supported more debugging sessions than
the others) and Buddha. However, the Münster Curry Debugger presents the lower
ET’s growing rate. It is surprising that much of the debuggers use a file to store
the ET, and no debugger uses a database. The use of a database would probably
solve the problem of the ET’s size. Another technology that is not currently used
and needs to be further investigated is the use of a clustering mechanism to allow
the debugger exploring (and loading) only the part of the ET (the cluster of nodes)
needed at each stage of the debugging session. Currently, no algorithmic debugger
uses this technology that could both speed up the debugging session and increase
the scalability of the debuggers.
Despite the big amount of problems we have identified, we can also conclude
that there is a continuous progression in the development of algorithmic debuggers.
This can be easily checked by comparing the dates of the releases studied and their
implemented features. Also by comparing different versions of the same debuggers
(for instance, from Hat Detect to Hat Delta many new functionalities have been
added such as tree compression and new search strategies).
The comparison presented here only took into account objective criteria that
can be validated. Subjective criteria that can be interpreted were omitted from
the study. For instance, we did not talk about how easy to use or to install the
debuggers are. This is another quirk of maturity, but we let this kind of comparison
for future work.
This paper not only compares current implementations, but it also constitutes a
guide to implement a usable algorithmic debugger, because it has established the
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